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sp:endid maker of
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We put the low-Price Knife to our furnishing
goids stock.
ferITE RESULT:
Lower prices than you can get anywhere.
SHIRTS-
Monarch laun Led col'r'd 81.60
4.
Pla t (1 bosom shict
UNDERWEAR-
1.25
1.00
LOCI shit t 75
50c a garment imported Balbrig an for 35c
25c for 19c6 6.
Li le Thread, worth 82C0 a cAtit for 1.35
Rufus Waterhouse neck ties all styles,
LOc 75c and 100. Ti s go at choiee 35c.
, ClItoice of all Straw Has 50c a 1 ier...e.
shirt $1.00 .
shirt 85 Be4 Maco Tan hal hose worth 25e - 18(
o.h rt 75 2d gade " " " " " 14c - 10,
1 off of any lt3t in cur hot.se, includia:
Joh B. Stetson's.
These prices are lowcr than
find Oiy - bele and httte: gow1 .
Choice of all 50c i•litrts for 2.7c
Petree ik Co.,
Sign of the Big Boot.
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We Have Been at
Great Pains
givei th) p3o?le of this community something
tip-top in the way of Harness and Saddlery, and
they are showing their appreciation of it. Mr.
Jno.Skally, who is at the ltead of this depart.
long apprentice-
and offers our pa
of his experience.
of leather and a
harness. We have
factory made hat.-
ness, but if you want a set that never was close
t o a sewing machine he will make you up some-
thing that will last until you tire of it.
In The Saddle Line.
Our Col. Talbot has cos-
• tomers a long way from homc.
His saddles have a wide repu-
tation and are much sought af-
• ter. We have also a large
stook of readystitude Puddles.
FORBES & BRO.,
Teth ii.=ts..
Hobart
Evans
Bulkley
Walker
Reed
Grant
Thurston
Depew
Brown
Morton
M kiNLEY AND HOBART the re to. It will be seen that McKinley A CLOUDBURST• I •
Free Silver Delegates Left
the Convention.
THE VOTE IN DETAIL.
Tie Nom:ea :on of the Tie.et ;s a Great Pe.
soul Triumph tar Hanna.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.] • • 
St. Louis. June 19.-The convention
on yesterday evening placid the for-
tnnes of the party in the hands of its
idol, Wm. McKinley, of Ohio, who has
as his running mute Garrett A. Haat t,
ef New Jersey, a man who was brought
into national prominence recently by be-
ing the selection of Mark 'fauna for the
Vice Presidency. The nomination of
this ticket is a great persona! triumph
for Mark Hanna, who started out less
than a year Jig° to place the party stan-
dard in the the hands of these two men.
Beth candidate 0: were eliminated on
dlry.;
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WILLIAM M•KINLEr.
the firet ballot, the vote being as fol-
lows:
McKinley
Reed
Morton
Quay
Allison
FOR PRESIDENT.
661 1-2
841-2
52
61 1-2
- - - - 33 1-2
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
- 
- 535 1-2
- 277 1-2
- 39
- 24
3
2
2
3
2
FOR THE FINANCIAL PLANK..
For -
Amami -
812 1-2
110 1-2
It will be seen from the above that
Senator Teller's silver substitute for the
gold plank of the majority received on-
ly 1101.. votes. It was when the mut.:
of this yeti, was made known that Tell-
er and twenty-two other free silver del-
egate representing the States of Colo-
rado, Nevada, Montana, Utah and Ida-
ho left the convention amid a very noisy
demonstratiou. The five States that
thns withdrew from the convention
have 32 electoral votes, Colorado having
eight and the other four having six
each.
Frank J. Cannon, Senator from Utah.
who is a son of the former President, of
be Merman churchand who was one
if the handsomest men in the conven-
tion, was selected by the silver men te
read their valedictory before leaving
the Republican party. No one who wit-
?lb -es's
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Tnomes a item
liceeel the scene yesterday when the
silver men withirew will ever forget to
his dying dae the picture of Frank J.
Cannon facing from the platform 10,Mio
Indy, hissing, jeering people as he read
the valedietoryed the silver men. He
-toed erect and defiant, his pale face set
in grim determination as those before
him tried to cry him down until the
very courage he displayed Well for him
the admiration which compelled silence.
When he had finished reading the
crowds in the galleries burst out again
wIth their jeers and cries of disapproval,
but in the most courtly fashion he tarn-
e 1 and mhook hands with Senator-eled
Foraker, the Chairman of the Conmet-
te on Resolutions, Chairman Thurston
and °Bee friends( on the platform ; then
locking BMA with Selinter Teller. the
two Men left the stntel and moved
111,1WIN'll 1110 widlit tif relent/ del
ogee* 111•14' the !Mi-
le) &let/teem nod Rue were joined iy
tile handeeme, stalwart Dulnie, and the
4s4
0 4.` "
-4'
•
sagee4feteg...0 • • '-
Oh Pit IS ten thefts
the f 004, menet to the
mute door, their followers falling be-
hind them as thi.y moved altaig. Never
before has there Well a kelt from the
Republican party.
After the adoption of the platform
and the bolting of the silver men came
the notui..atitie seeoche;-theti came
ne elt''11 nearly throe times as many vote
!es his five opponents combined, and
I 
more than two thirds of all the votes in
the convention. His vote was even lar-
ger thou his friends had easpected it to
be. Ile received the entire vote of
t xent,-, -three States and Territories.
Kent:- Icy being among the number.
The result of the bullet for Proselyte
heeler, been annouticed the nomination
of McKinley was made unanimous, and
then the nominations for the Viee-Pies-
idency began, thee names of Garrett A.
Hobart, of New Jersey, W. H. Lippett,
of Rhode Island, Hetwy Clay Evans, of
Tempe see, and Gen. Walker, of Vir-
ginia, being presented. With Mr. Mor-
ton out of the race it was conceded that
Mr. flobart had a walk
-over, and but
one lance was necessary. This result-
ed: Hobart, 53.5'2 ; Evans 277', ; Bulk-
• -e- eer
,
,te
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LEVI P. MORTON.
ley, :el; Walker, 24, and 13 votes scat-
tering. Mr. Hobart was then decland
to be tee nominee for Vice-President.
The nominee for 'Vice President has
been a prominent man in his native
State, but beyond its limits he has been
uuknown. The following brief sketch
of him was given to the press when it
became certain that he was to be nomi-
nated.
Garr tt A. Hobart was born at Long
Branch, N. J., in 1844. After receiving
a common school education, he attended
Ituttger's College, whence he was grad-
uated when 20 years of age. He was
admitt el to the bar in 1S66, and was
chosen city counsel for Patterson, N. J.,
where he now resides, in 1871. In 1872
Hobart was elected Aseemblynnie, and
in his second term was elected Speaker.
In 187/ Passaic county sent hint to the
State Senate.
He Gosed his career as State legislator
in eiee, when he was President of the
Senate. Hobart was the Republican
caucus nominee for United States Sena-
tor in 1884, when J. R. McPherson, a
Democrat, was elected.
He WAS the New Jersey member of
dn. Republican National Committee in
1584, I mid was elected Vice Chairman.
Hebei t was receiver of the New Jersey
Midland Railway, Montclair Railroad
and the Jersey City and Albany line.
He is a director of several banks and
many railroads, and a large nnmber of
ether (empanel; and corporations. He-
wes recently the recipient of the degree
of LL D. from Rut tger.
Sere to WI*.
The people reeognme and appreciate
real merit. That is why Hood's Sarsa-
parilla has the largest stales in the world.
Merit in the medicine means the power
to cure. Hood's Sarsaparilla cures-al -
,iolutely, permanently cures. It is- the
One True Blood Purifier. Its eupene r
merit is an established fact, and merit
wills.
Hoene Pills are easy to take, easy te
oeerete. Cure indigestion, headache.
L. & N. Earnings.
For the second week in June' the gross
earnings of the Louisville and Nash-
ville Railroad Company were: Freight.
t257,e13; passenger, $e4,9244; miscella-
neous, V29,050; total, $371,283, which
was an increase of $18,015, over corre-
spoueing week of 1595, and an increase
of $15,035 over 1894, but a decrease of
$e0.4e5 from 1e93.
For the first two weeks of June the
gross earnings were $757,810, which was
an itcrease of $69,220 over correspond-
ing period of 1895, and an increase of
$44,e05 over 1894, but a decrease of $I14,-
300 from 1810e.
Flom July 1st, 1e95, to Jane 14, 1896.
which is eleven aa one-half months, the
greet earnings were: Freight, $13,51147.-
127; passenger, $4,459,361 ; miseellane•
0114, $1,423,531; total, $19,40,019, which
was an increase of $1,042,750; over corn -
speeding period of 1894•115. and an in-
crease of $1,327,251 over 1593-91, but a
&cream. of $1,995,5e0 fuimi 189e-113. Mi-
leage. 21474,e5.
re.
It Mai do as Meth for Von.
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving. Ill., writes
that he had a severe kidney trouble for
many years, with severe pains in hie
buck and also that his bladder was affec-
ted. He tried many so called kidney
(eine lint without any good result.
Moat a year ago he bo•gatk the tig.e of
Electric Bitters; und found relief at
once. Ele Inc bittem is especially
atiapted to cure all kidney and liver
troubles and often gives almost instant
relief. One trial will prove our state-
meet. Price only 50c at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
411111
Want to Get Rid of Him.
seenetsely is very badly nee
merit the Itipublienie• tif I huts clistre't
aro. milking toneilleralile efforts to gel
ricl id 'leer entitlitiele fee (eiligreces.
E T Franke Ever sleet; hut futu.u;ivutuf
1)11111111116111 Ill lilts 1114P'1. 04111111
SHIN. there lute been a &tried deal of die-
sel effect UM BRION( POI11,0 sit tIles 1111,111) ts•pft
of the -party with referenee to their
nmuinee. They say, and it is correct,
tied Franke will be (Leff ated in Novena-
tee. We can't see what is to be gained
by taking Fraliks out of the way as it is
almost certain that the Democrats will
carry the District next November.-
M itelisonv ille Hustler.
Tobacco In Fine Condition,
Tlie. Clarksville Todaeco Leaf- Creniele
says; I ;mailmen froin Southern Ken-
tucky to-day report the wheat crop of
that rection hum about been harvested,
that it will not be over a half crop
in yield. The tell:tem of flint section Is
repotted to lei tti eteitlitititi.
- --saw 4111126s--11---ii
Mite mimosas ta tisptv,
ituhsi ltlitettlefe Ill ktioaltilioa
is s41 hIsilw II 141111 twilsoisv Iii fejt laity, et
itemmo (iFlie litale II lit feltilifYlilP
is elltitigneed le Mite Ilitteetel
evening, July it, id 14 o'clock, at the Firs,
Presbyteriun Church of Rowlett/ Unon.
111111.mon
Four Lives Lost and Many
Houses Demolished:
WHITNEY IS BOOMED
The People of Colorado Will Make a 13*.
Demonstraten in Hone. of Teeer.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Hawesville, Ky., June 20.-A dome
burst did great damage here Red all
over Hancock county this tnernine.
Four people are so far known to have
been killed and quite a large number of
houses were completely demolished.
The destruction, however, was caused
by a windstorm that preceded the down-
pour of water, wheel in a very few
minutes fell to the depth of several
inches. The storm came up very sud-
denly, in fact so suddenly that few peo-
ple realized that it was coming before it
burst upon them. The list of fatalities
may be swelled by later reports, as some
par's of the county have not yet been
heard from.
E. W. Bagby, a prominent lawyer of
Paclueah. Ky., Kays that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey eared him children of whoop-
ing eough when all things elm. failed.
It's a new remedy for all coughs. Guar-
anteed by all dealers.
SOME SINKING FORK STORIES.
A Newsy Letter From the New Era*.
• Regular Correspondent.
how appropriately Riley expresses oar
feelings on such a day as thi-: "We
wish to do nothing at all only just rest.'
Birds are singing aroma' us; how cool.
green and inviting the grass looks
Bright tamers seem to nod their head,
in the sunshine and whisper "come ;•'
maier that shady bower a .hammcak.
Who could resist? We fling aside our
work and for a time revel ID the joys of
"No matter how barren the past, may
have been, 'tis enough for us now
that the leaves are green."
Mi•s Mabel McGee, of the "Brick
Church" vicinity, is spending this week
with her cousins, the Missies Cavanaugh.
Most any evening berry-pickers n-ay
be Weil going out with empty buckets
and returuieg laden with theeusc emus
fruit.
Miss Mina Wood has returned home
from a two weeks' visit to her sister,
Mrs. King, of Pon.
Farmers are now cutting wheat aud
oats.
The home and promises of our young
I:ache-he friend. Mr. Waller Weodee ere
ruthlessly invaded Monday aft; ruoon
between 3 stud 5 o'clock. On reaching
home he found that much of his rhoieest
fruit had been taken, his house uncere-
moniously entered, the tidy arrange-
ments interfered with aud the doors left
invitingly open to the next passer-by.
Miss Susie Woeley speut.last night
at the "Sunnybank" homestead.
A lawn sot ial will be given at the
residence of Mr. T. M. Stephens Satur-
day evening, the 20th inst.
Grandfather Clark has returned from
a prolonged visit to his daughter at
Crabtree.
The friends of Mr. Edwin McGee will
be sorry to learn that he is; quite sick at
Trenton, Ky.
We wonder if golden rods and touch-
me-uots growing side- by side would not
fermi an artistic addition to any flower
garden.
Miss Mogg. of Michigan, is the guest
of Miss Effie Wood.
Miss Alice Daley, of Livingstone, is
spending some time with her sister, Mrs.
Wm. Underwood. GLEANRR.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A.,
San Diegie Cal., Pays: "Shiloh's. Ce-
ti rrh Rem sly is the first medicine I
have ever found that would do me any
gt inel." Price 50c.-For sale by R. C.
ardwice,
411.-41.•
The Ideal Panace,a.
James L. Francis, Aidernine,Chieago,
says: "I regard Dr. King's New Discov-
ery use an ideal Panacea for coughs,eolds
and lung complaints, having used it in
my family for the last five years, to the
exclusion of physician's prescriptions or
other preparations."
Rev. John Burgos, Keokuk Iowa,
writes: "I have been a minister of the
Methodist Episeopal Church for 50 years
or more, and have never found anything
so beneficial, eesr that gave ins- such
speedy relief as Dr. King's; NI-NW Diecov-
ery." Try this ideal cough remedy
now. Trial Inttlee free at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug stone
NO ROOM AT THE ASYLUM.
A Lunatic From Cadiz Will Have To
Stay In Jail.
Jack Whitlock, a negro, aged 22 years,
was tried under a writ of lunacy in a
special term of County Courtessays the.
Cadiz Telephone. Ile was teljudged
unsound mind and recommended as a
tit subjeet for confinement in the Wee:t-
ern Kentucky Lunatic Asylum. The
superintendent of the charitable instien-
[ion WILS interviewed by telephone with
reference to the finding of the Court,
and the information was received that
the capacity of the asylum would not
admit of another patient. The mein)
is now confined in jail, anti as the hi()
other asylums are ale) overburdened,
the outlook for the. proper care of the
demented is not reassuring.
re.
lineken's Arabia Rave.
The Boit Salve in the world for Cuts,
lirulerve Sone, (thane, Salt Rheum,
rover tenros, 'L'etter, Chapped Hands
Corns mut all ekes Erup.
011ie usussi peeillvely t'11PI•41 lir Ito
pay required it is guaranteed to wit'
per satisfaeion or money eleeietee,
pile, se vents per lime For Male by P
O. liurdwult Hopkinsville Kv,
The hanging of Mrs. Annie Dyer, the
baby farmer, whiclettok place in Eng-
land very re (alley, ended the life of
the blackest-hearted female criminal of
whom the world has any record. It is
estiniated that this fiend incarnate had
ended the lives of forty innovent babes
since she first began her horrible bun-
meet. It is, however, only in point of
the number of her crimes that she is
warm. than the !mother% who placed
those. babies in her hands to be disposed
of, anti wome of those. most guilty of the
crime an. :known to have belonged to
5-5415-c ltth,lu. fami nee
ce 40. 
A Ilaby'sLift Saved.
''M v- bele- had ;tulip feel Wes Pitted
Is *Him; 19-4. J.
miasma sit litiottilla, Alt - ittiotio ls
h4 0. itI*bih 
y
amseesimme ammareeness
WOWS ! I
My Wife, DM% Conk, hall IA mil, awl
I will hut Ns 4117 illdtitit-
whims itiettered by her. June Ii, piles
M. U. 000a, Johnson, Ky.
- -
A mew theory in the treatment of
• coughs, lung und bronchial affeetions
Inks been advauced by the manufactur-
ers; of Dr. Be-I's Pine Tar Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All (imams
Nell it on a primitive guarantee. For sale
by R. C. Hardwiek.
PLEASANT GREEN PAPAGRAPHS.
I3eing constant readers et your value- I
ble paper, we thought a few items from
this neighborhood would not be objec-
t ionable.
The fanners have. about caught up
with their week. Nearly all are done-
plowing eden anti wheat threshing is the
order of the day.
Capt. William West has purehasesl
Hollie Witty's wheat threshing rig anti
will run it this season.
The new chun.h at this place will be
cledieated the first Sunday in July. Ev-
erybody is invited to Nene and bring a
full basket of dinner.
There was preaching at Lee Witty's
last Sat arday night by Rev. Hall, of the
M. E. Churcli.
Posey McClendon can be found on his
father's disk cultivator since the South
Kentucky College closed.
S. R. Boyd was 11(4 Well ill your city
for more than a week doring wheat
harvest; he was not sick, he was only
manipulating the leavers of a binder.
Beverly Bostick, who five years ago
eloped from near Gracey, this county, to
Clarksville, Teen., and was married to
Miss Lane Hall, and went from there to
the far W et to take up their future
abode, is in this county again for the
first time since his elopement, and is ac-
companied by his wife and baby. They
will remain with friends and relatives
here for some time, after which they
will neurn to their home at Oppolo, Ar-
kunst& Bat-were & BL)NDE.
THE OHIO VALLEY R.R.
May Be Purchased By the
Illinois Central.
THE RAILROAD RUMOR.
Repoli is Neither Affirmed Nor Denied by Hie
Officials.
A rumor, apparently well authenti-
cated, has it the Illinois emeriti will
purchase soon the Ohio Valley Railroad.
This is a nialter of considerable interest
to the Hopkin ;vele people. This rumor
is neither. denied nor affirmed by the
Ohio Valley people, although they admit
that negotiations of some kind are en.
Consulting Engineer L. T. Moore, of
the Illinois Central was in the city yes-
terday morning says the Evansville
Courier and in company of some of the
Ohio Valley people, started on a tour of
inspection of the road. Every foot of
the road will be gone over and Mr.
Moore, it is understood, will make a com-
plete report to his road. giving a fall ap-
pmisement of truck, stock, stations anti
all other items. It is understood that
Reeeic r McLeod, of the Ohio Valley.
and the officials of the Illinois Central
will hold consultation and agree on a
price. If the item of cost can be satis-
factorily arranged, the Illinoins Central
will probably take charge of the road
at mice.
It is etre given out that the Illinois
Central intends to purchese the P., D.
& E., in the remote future. At present
the Illinois Central owns a line running
from Chicago to Peoria. With the
Ohio Valley and P., D. & E. the Illinois
Central would have a competing line
with the C. & E. I. and E. tt T. II. and
L. & N. to New Orleans through the
same territory. At present the Illinois
Central runs from Chicago to New Or-
leans, but in a roundabout way. With
the new system the time between the
two eittee would be shortened several
hours.
Nerves on Edge.
I was nervous, tired, irritable and
cross. Karl's Clover Root Tea has made
me happy, Mrs. E. 11. Worden.-For
sale by It. C. Hardwick.
SHE FOOLED HER FATHER.
[SPFCIAL Ti) NEW BRA.)
Greenup, Ky., June 19 -Last winter
Miss Rose Wallingford, daughter of
John Wallingford, a prominent farmer
of this county, became engaged, through
correspondence, to Walter Hannon, a
young man who lived in Vermont. Her
father ordered her to stop the corres-
pondence. This she consented to do.
In March a young man came to Wall-
ingford'e farm and secured employment
on the farm His work gave satisfac-
tion, and Wallingford became much at-
tached to hini.A few days ago Walling-
ford became suddenly ill. He feared
that his Meese was fatal, and manifes-
ted much convent for the daughter, who
in the event of his death, would be left
without at protector. The daughter
thereupen confessed that she had al-
reedy fixed immerse by marrying the
farm liand, e-ho was 11.1110 other than the
Vennont sweetheert, Hannon. In the
father's abuse-ties' they had one day drivel)
to (;rayson. where they were married.
Farmer Wallingford accepted the sit-
uation, got well, and now all parties
concenied are hal)te-.
Are You Made
miserable by Constipation,
Dizziness, LOSA A1.161-lite,
Skin? Shiloh's Vitalizer is a positive
cure-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
HAS FALLEN FLAT.
[f•PECI AL TO NEW ER*, J
Washington, D. C.. June 20.-The
nominstion of McKinley and Holiart
has fallen flat here exeept W11111111 II 1.1.66',
if eleleitery's personal admItere. There
Is little entlitolasin en. the Whet, and
WI ente swims In ewe sly untlenitaild le
remote The, eititut money Dtemierists
wise have tile sty. wheelies( tariff Ii
form say titiliceitatingly that no mutter
what may be the outesate. at Cleragei
they will never support McKinley.
This sentiment is especially true in ad-
ministration cinees. McKinley repre-
sents; everything that Democrats have
been fighting iigainst since the war, and
one ballotexec will his :all the Demo-
cratic votes he will get km November.
Col. Morrison says that the States of
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and
Iowa will be the battle grounds this
year. This melted to be the opinion at
I . bouis.
.......-.01111.-6-41110.....ma
Pills be Rai tiers,
lie tin 11101s-ti tottetiteititif . Thee
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tteete. ketiet (lett+ 
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WHAT MAYO.
letelciel. To NSW 11141
Witahillgttllt, 14. t, , Jun, UR -Chair-
man Haney, of the Denioerat le N alb
Committee, thinks the Teller holt ehould
give no encouragement to the free-silver
WHITNEY GIVES UP.
The New Yorker Says Cold
Can't Win at Chicago.
MR. TELLER TALKS.
The Colorado Senator Says He Will Carry the
Wen tor a Silver Demerol.
SPECLU. TO NEW zee)
New York, June 22.-Mr. Win. C.
Whitney, after looking over the field
carefully, and in view of Senator Tel-
ler's promise to carry the West for the
Democratic ticket provided a free ether
candidate is nominated, gives up all
hopes of teem able to induce the Demo-
cratic National Convention to adopt a
gold platform. He says deal the ;levee
sentiment in the party is now so strong
that any efforts to change it would be
useless, and he is of the *pinion that the
gold men had might as well give up
now, as the fight is lose so far as they are.
concerned.
JONES INTERVIEWS TELLER.
[seem el. To NEW mete
St. Louis, June 22.-Senator Henry
M. Teller, of Colorado, who withdrew
from the Republican National Conven-
tion, spent agreat portion of last Satur-
day closeted with Mr. C. H. Jones, the
well-known silver editor of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. The interview
was sought by Mr. Jones, who reques-
ted the Senator to make an appointment
with him. The direct question was
asked by Editor Jones in course of the
course of the interview: "Senator, ar.:
you in earnest about seeking the nomi-
nation at Chicago?"
••I am not; in fact, there has been no
seeking of thie nomination by me at the
hands of any. party," Teller replied. "I
have never at any either before or since
I severed relations with the existing Re-
publican organization considered my
candidacy seriously, whatever my
friends seem , to think about it. Their
course in tine affair is something that I
have not made any effort to control, be-
cause it is made feasible to them that
the Republicans; of the inter-mountain
and slope Settee will rally more solidly
around me fqr the presidency, knowing
my long devetion to the cause of bimet-
allism than they would around a candi-
date from a distant State,"
kionator Teller further aseured
Jones that it was not in the domain of
possibilities or political amenities that
the great Democratic party should pars
their old and faithful leaders by and
nominate for President a man who
could hardly be considered more than a
neophyte itetheir ranks.
"If the Democrats at Chicago put hp
that ragged and fearless champion of
constitutional bimettallism, Richard
Parks Bland," said the Senator, "I will
fight in the ranks to achieve victory for
the ticket, and Dubois, Cannon and al
the silver Republicans of the mining
and Pacific States will do the same. I
will hail the nomination of a Democrat
whose record for bimetallism IP comfiest-
ent on a 16 ts 1 phstform with as much
joy as the most enthusliastic silver Dem-
ocrat could wish. Democrats, silver
Republicans, Populists, must all be
united in the coming struggle. It is
eilver's opportunity. A victory for bi-
metallism means the salvation of the
American nation. I entertain some fear
for the disorganizing influence of the
gold element ,at Chicago. If the East-
ern wing succeeds in forcing the nomi-
nation of an unsound candidate on a
free-silver platform then it will be the
part of patriotism and prudence for the
great body of Democratic voters to sup-
port a candidate who will run on the
single plank Of gold and silver bimetal-
lism, leaving; lesser Mime to be settled
as they arise in the legislative necessi-
ties of the future,"
INDIANA DEMOCRATS.
ISPEIAL TO NEW ERA.)
Indianapolis, June 22.-The Demo-
cratic State Convention will be held
here next Wednesday. It will be for
free silver, and the silver men claim
that it is doebtfal if the sound money
wing can master as many as 2.50 out of
the 1,714 votes it will contain. The pace
at which the silver band wagon has
twee driving over the bodies of nearly
all the well-known leaders of the Indi-
ana leem m ocracy h been a marvel, even
to the Jehus Who have been exiling it.
The two Indiana Senators are silver
men, but they have not been here to
take am hand in the fight. Gov. Mat-
thews has not been leading the move-
ment ; it has:been leading him. He was
incline-el  to he ld to a muddle course on
the curriewyquesition until they served
uettee upon him that he mummake a
square declaration for silver-and he
!mule it. lie had selected a delegation
ro Chicago composed partly of gold and
partly of Meier men, but they told him
that nene lint enthusiasts for the white
inetel siteuld le. put on guard, and he.
yielded.
'rho reguliltly elected Mete Comnile
tee I. Is ;wield betty, but tiliteit us
Mold If pito I lin ali "Es
Ceitinettee" mentioned, Rs the
State Citimulttee is, of one nein frem
each distry t, awl this cotumittee has
calmly stepped in and taken charge of
the itrrangemeuts for the State Conven-
tion, arrogaiing to itself the preroga-
tives of the l'regular" State Committee.
These enthusiasts believe that they
ca» carry the State on a free silver plat-
form and aceordingly they have sudden-
ly developed a desire for the State nom-
inations that were going begging a
mouth ago. : Shively and Shanklin will
he candidates for Goi (Turn., but there
seems lit tie doubt that Shively will get
It hand. &Jim His views have always
al 04verged .10saly sismt1 Ptipttliatit that
the Mletellie Itelltree ti ad he will tip**
• isiiisslio elite 111hit Pilittee Ili 1•04
tits, 11W patty witt teellitte.
titill•
So far there is nothing the matter
with Hanna, but that caulnot be said
the day after the November election
iipeaker Reed said that he douche d
the. nomination for the Vice President y
because he did not desire to be a tem e-
head
_
If the election of the next Presul,r y
does devolve upon the House- of Rep: e-
aentatives, Mr. McKinley eyed hot at -
ply for the job.
The Republicans evidently forgot teat
the Vice President is liable to become
President any day, or else they us mak'
have selected a more saitablemnan than
Hobart for the second placeeon their
usket.
The Republicans tried to keepMr.T's lI-
en in the party by threatening to defeat
him for the Senate at the end_ of his
present term, but by that time there sill
not be any Republicans in Colorado to
defeat him.
Grosvenores arithmetic that the hack-
ers of other Presidential &Awards; made
so mach fun of was mors t h &II. V indicivted
by the vote that McKinley received in
the Si. Louth convention. (in the
strength of this Grosvenor wanes to be
made quorum teuinter in the House. but
then he had might a.: well not want it,
as Mr. }toed will continue to be speaker
as long ashe remains in the House teat
is. whenever the House is controlled et-
the Republicans Even were- McKinley
to become President he:could _not oust
Reed from the Speakership.
11100 Reward SIM.
The readen of this paper will le
pleasedto learn that there is at least one
dreaded diem's* that Selt•liCIN S. been
able to mare in all its stages, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the-
only positive care known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tional disease, requires a aonstitutienal
treatment. Hall.. Catarrh Cure is
taken internally. acting directly upon
the blood and mucus surfaces of the
sestem, there esby d troying the founda-
tion the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have to much faith in
its curative powers, that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any ease that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimon-
ials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sokl by druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
The voters are in a large measure re-
sponsible for the manlier in which the
members of Congress neglect the public
business, or else transact it in areord-cc
ancewith their own wishes instead of
those of the people whom they:are sup-
posed to represent. At the last siesmon
of Congress not the slightest interest
was taken in the welfare of the country,
but the whole time was taken up by the
members "playing for poinnone for the
coming campaign, each side trying to
leave the other in as hard a place as pos.
Bible. The people wanted something
done to protect the national credit, but
the majority refused to act. cheering to
make capital out of the nation's missfor-
tane-and they refused to let the Dem-
ocratic minority act, for fear that it
might do something for wbich the peo-
ple might commend it. The people of
the entire country were in favor of do-
ing something to aid the Cubans in their
struggle for liberty, and thousands of
petitions; were sent from all over the
country asking Congress to art and
again the Republican majority-which
consists of nearly three-fourths of the
members of the House-refused to allow
anything to be done. Again, thousands
upon thousands of Italians of the very
lowest classes were flocking to this coun-
try and crowding American taborets out
of their places, and at last bureaus were
established in various large cities and
from these petitions; bearing two or
three hundred thousand signatures were
sent to Covgress praying that the immi-
gration laws be so amended as to exclude
these low, criminal claims, and again
the Republican majority refueed to act
-except to pass a law declaring that no
foreigner between sixteen and sixty
could hereafter come here who could not
read and write soma language, which
law amounts to nothing, as nearly all
of these people can read and write a lit-
tle in their native tongue. The Con-
gressmen were afraid to act lest they
offend the foreign voters now here.
Then-to cap the climax-the Republi-
can majority passed over the President's
veto a bill ostensibly for the benefit or
the rivers and harbors of the country,
but which was filled with private jobs.
such as $3,000.000 for C. P. Huntington,
$1,000,000 to pay French epoilation
claims more than a hundred years old,
$75,0e0 toe:ay for a battery furnished the
Government during the late civil war
and for which the government holdsa
clear receipt. The people will for a lit-
tle while abuse? the Congressmen for
their Mee of omission mad commission.
but as soon as the campaign begins to
get warm they will forget these matters
and will go to work for and Tote for
these same men to return to Washington
and do worse, if possible, than they did
at the session recently ended, instead of
refusing to even consider their claims
for re-election ; and for this reason the
Congre semen do as ,they please. The
trosible with the people of this country
is that they too readily forget the acts
of their legislators. If the people would
defeat every member of the majority of
the present Congress; it would be a
warning to their suceessions that faithful
services alone could insure a reedection,
and as a result the next Congress would
do more and better work than has bola
done by any Congseas that has sat at
p re 
Washinirton within the last twenty
• years, but a failu to do that will sim-
ply have the effect of making the next
Cengrees worse than this one, as the
people, by re-electing these niembers,
Indere. their course', and justify them
Its ematinuing it. The lettere are really to
blame fur the aril ins of their Repreann•
lathe*, as tiw hy old their hand« the
power Is' 14,1110Vi, when they an
et, and if they fail to musky sow of this
pewee they have no rigid 40
THY, 11101114% IINAVTT
Thrives out good food and smialitus
it mlii plenty'of exercise in the (pen air
Her form glows with health and her
face blooms with its beauty. If her
system heeds the cleansing action of a
elenient of the Democratic luirty, time
bolters will not do anything to help thel and
laxative. remedy, die uses the gentle
pleasant Syrup of I.egs. Atade by
Deinocracy If they can avoid it, California rig gyrop Company.
A wounees headaches may come from
!several entities. She may have a head.
ache arising from tiervowniess, or from
digestive dieturhancee Nine cases in
ten, her headaches tome from disordess
pemliar to her sex. It may show Reed
in the symptoms which are characteris-
tic of a dozen d;sordera Thouaands of
times, women h ive been treated for the
wrong disorders Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription was compounded for the
sole purpose of relieving womankind of
these ills and pains. Thousands of
women have testified that after taking
treatment from several physicians with-
out benefit, the "Favorite Prescription"
cured them oompletely and quickly. It
has been used for over thirty years, and
ham an unbroken record of sueeess.
The woman whd hesitates' is inv4
tii skid II filie-N40 statute ki enter
the tinet nt ntistvgi a milat lit. Pitt..
titittlftttlti Sanaa Meiltriel A et iss* isWil
itilitsitio phail,, OW ititerftlittlett
flit set the siassi sit the httetalt
titter felettlettle
ImiSrereensmisewese
A Kan
The Mite Cif the Comusouwealth sit
Kentucky vs. Hobert Coleman charged
with murdering Rdlsong at a bran dance
was tried in Circuit Court last week,
and the result is a hung jury•
The Best Cough Curs
is Shiloh's Cure. A neglecte3d rough IS
dangerous. Stop it at once with Shiloh'.
Cure.-For sale by R O. Hardwick.
-
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The efforts of the Republican party to
dodge the currency issue and fight the
campaign entirely on the tariff are real-
ly amusing. After the Democrats shall
have chosen their ticket the Republicans
will then have to come down to a dis-
cussion of the currency. In one sense
of the word the Republicans are placing
their hopes of success this year on the
currency-the currency furnished them
by the tariff barons of the East.
It is beginning to look ax if it would
be impossible for any of the other can-
didates for the Democratic Presidential
nomination to head off the Iowa man,
Boies. He has more instructed votes
than all other candidates combined,
though Mr. Richard Parks Bland ha-s
been coming to the front recently by
aid of some of the Western Stater.
Everything, however, points to the
nomination of Boies.
- - - 
The cyclone that destroyed tens of
thousands of dollars worth of property
in Se Louis last Sunday scared the peo
ple up considera ly, but luckily no lives
were lost. Many of the buildings de-
stroyed were buildings that had been
weakened by the great cyclone of a few
weeks ago. The velocity of the wind
when it struck the city last Sunday was
sixty mate an hour, which is a pretty
"peert" gait.
Both Edison and Testa are claiming
an invention which quadruples the pow-
er of the incandescent lamp. The light
is produced cheaply in a viten= tube,
and is a brilliant white glow resembling
daylight. It is very strange that these
two great inventors working indepen-
dently should have struck npon the
same idea at the same time, but that
they have done so seems to be the case,
as it is not likely that either of them
would make a freudulent claim in such
a matter.
The Republicans have bought the
Presidency so often that they feel sure
that they can buy it again this year, but
they will find that the people are too
much interested in the result of tide
contest to allow any frauds tube perpe-
trated at the polls next November. The
"blocks of five," system will not work
this time, and fellows like Quay, Clark-
son, Platt, Hanna and others will be mo
closely watched that they will not have
an opportunity to get in any of their
areal smooth scheme by which the will
of the people has so often been defeated.
The Populism convention that meet's
in St. Louis the latter part of next
mouth will do well to place the stamp of
its approval upon Mr. Belem, who will
be the Democratic nominee-that is. if
they really want to see a free silver
man elected to the Presidency, because
the free silver meu must forget party
lines if they would win in the approach-
ing contest. Let all silver men remem-
ber the grand motto on Kentucky's coat
of arms, "United we stand, divided we
fall." By division the silver men would
invite defeat. This question is one
that ought to be above party, and we
believe that the silver men everywhere
will place it above party.
-
It is impossible for any American not
to sympathize with the people of Crete
in their struggle against the Turkish
Government, just as they sympathize
with the Cuban patriots in their efforts
to free themselves from Spanish ty-
ranny. The Creton rebellion is the
entinterpart of the Cnban rebellion.
'the inauraente lii Crete repel the prop
mitten of the hate that they shall ley
duvets then Prins its it 1+1'01001441y III Ii'
tweet the rights they dohinoli, mid
thoy very preprrly refuse to trust tiny
hewer to Turitielt pomade'. They de-
viate that Milieu they can obtain mita-
Cation with Gamete us' autonomy guar-
anteed by the great powers of Europe'
they will die fighting. They display a
great deal of the indomitable spirit of
old Sparta, and as they are Christians
and are entitlal to their freedonethe me-
talled Christian nations of Europe ought
to make the Turks grunt these people
the liberty that they so justly dame ve.
61.,•=1•••1,111.•••, 6M••••=•••••11,
The Republicans ought to keep milet. t
about the Treasury being empty, because
if they begin to talk about it the people
might be reminded of the fact that
when Mr. Cleveland went out of office
in March 1889 he turned over to Mr.
Harrison a Treasury containing a sur-
plus of several hundred thousand dol-
lars, and that when he again re-turned
to the Presidency on March 4th 1893 he
received from Mr. Harrison a Treasury
that was not only empty, but was in
debt to the national banks' for money
borrowed to meet the deficiency which
was brought about by reason of the fail-
ure of the McKinley tariff to produce
sufficient revenue to meet the expenses
of the Government. Then again they
might remind the people that the pres-
ent Congress has squandered hundreds
of millions of dollars at a time when it
should have tried to be economical, and
that by the end of the next session it
will have appropriated a billion and a
half dollars, a great deal of which was
appropriated entirely for the benefit of
individuals.
Still Very III.
Mr. I. D. Humble, of this city, of
whose illness from typhoid fever we
made mention several weeks ago, is in
even a worse condition now than he. was
then. His partner, Mr. F. J. Mitchell,
received a letter front Franklin this
morning in which Mr. Humble's phys-
ician said that his patient was in a very
critical condition, and that unless he
improved in a day or two the chances
were that he would not recover at all.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Indianapolis, Ind., June 25.-Ex-
President and Mrs. Harrison were in
extreme danger of being crushed be-
tween an electri car and a trolle7 pole
on East Washington street. They were
in a carriage drawn by two horses.
When the driver essayed to cross the
street he did not observe an electric car
that stood on the track a few feet din-
taut from an electric pole. As the
driver turned upon the track the horses
became excited, and at the same mo-
ment the gong of another car sounded
a few yards distant, going east on the
opposite track. The driver realized his
position and turned the ,horses NO that
they would pans between the poll and
the car. This place was so narrow that
it seemed impossible to make the pass-
age without striking one or the other.
The horses plunged_forward, and by a
lucky chance ran the narrow gauntlet
without striking either the poll or the
car.
As far as could be seen Mrs. Harrison
either did not recognize the danger she
was in or was not the least disturbed by
It.
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The St. Louis Globe-Democrat re-
marks that when Mr. Cleveland 
ex-
praised his willingness to fight in the
ranks for his partv, he showed that he
would do more for his party than he did
for his country.
_ 
McKinley will soon find out that he
eau not evade the currency issue. 
The
people all over the country are c
rying
out for a settlement of the 
currency
queetioa, and they will withhold their
support !Tom any man who is afraid t
o
speak oat oa the question.
If a third ticket is put in the field, 
and
the election of a Preeident should 
iii
that way be thrown into the House 
of
Representatives, Mr. Thomas Bracket
Reed is the man whom the House 
would
elect to the Presidency, as he owns 
most
of the Republicans of the House
-own..
them body and soul.
Win t's the matter with Beim anti!
Bawd for the Democratic ticket.
The Mexicans have no fear of third
t 'ruts, as is apparent from the fact thut
they have just nominated President
Diaz for a Illfth term.
A Tenneasee editor who had evidently
be n studying himself and hissurrouuta
tugs remarks that fads are more numer-
ous than philosophers.
_
The effoats of the McKinley crowd to
keep the currency in the back-ground
and to push the tariff vigorously forward
shows that they have already begun to
get uneasy.
As is always the case the negro got
nothing out of the Republican conven-
tion except the money he received for
voting for McKinley. Even the resolu-
tions that Sambo introduced in regard
to lynchings in the South were 
so
changed that they could not insult the
people of the South any more than they
could the people of any other section of
the country, as they were made to con-
demn lawleseness everywhere, thereby
defeating the purpose for which the
negroes intended them. Not a single
negro was put on the National Commit-
tee, although he controls the bulk of the
Republican party's vote South of the
Mason and Dixon line. -Poor old nig-
ger ' he don't never get nothing nohow.-
 
 -
If McKinley is the fine business man
that the Republicans of the country pre-
tend to think him, why is it that he
could not manage his own affairs, but
found it necessary to make an mewl-
:Dent a couple of years or more ago? A
man who can not manage a few thous-
and dollars of his own seems to be a very
poor sort of a man to place in charge of
the affairs of the largest nation on earth.
Senator Te/ler says that he does not
expect the Democrats to nominate hue
for a e Presidency, that it is not within
the domain of possibilities or political
amenities for the great Democratic party
to ;.as.. by their old and faithful leaders
and nonanate for President a man who
could hardly be considered more than e
neophyte in their ranks. He said
Col. Jones, of the St. Louis Post-Dee
patch : "If the Democrats at Chicage
put up that rugged and fearless cham
pion of constitutional bimetalliszn.
Richard Parks Bland, I will fight in the
ranks to achieve a victory for the ticket.
and Dubois. Cannon and all the salve!
Republicans of the mining and Pacific
State* will do the same. I will hail the
nomination of a Democrat whose tee wo
for bimetallism is consistent on a 16 to 1
platform as the most enthusiastic silver
Democrat ecrald wish." So it will be
seen that Senator Teller withdrew from
the Republican convention as a matter
of principle and not with any hope of
being nominated by the Democrats. I*
he says he does not expect it, and is pre-
pared to work for any Democrat whole
record on silver is good. He prefers
Bland, but he will support any other
Mitre man. With the aid of Senators
TAW, Censuoi, Dubois) and other Re
otildierst Itentikoir aM isprarentrtivee
koot the Weets Nit DIMItteratet has
win SIM Wheel evert
4▪ 4.tio We* a( the htireareippi river, alto
woo Mid to She whit Meath will iiVt
611.' NANO a tarp traJortly of the elt.c.
tend egite ga the reentry.
I Iliking his speech before the St
Loais eenvention nominating Speakei
Reed ter the Presidency, Senator Henry
ealea Isodire said : -Four years rite
We tn. t is We meet now, the repreeete
t.stlyee of the great Republican party
Prosperity was in the land. Capita.
W eoutleient and labor Was employed
There was the good day's Wage for Oa.
good day's %sort, and the spirit ol
American enterprise WU stirring ant.
bed. The Treasury was full, the pub-
lic revenues ample for the public need_
We were at peace with all the world,
eat had placed a prudent hand on the
key of the Pacific." Any Man whose
memover leas not entirely failed him will
see at once that there is not .a shadow
of truth in these statements made by
Senator Ledge, and to man can help
from being surprised that a man of the
Senator's ability should be willing to
stand up and make statements that he
knows every one of the thousands of
people who hear him knew to be false.
Yet, many people wao read his epees+
accepted what he said as true, and failed
to run hack four yeiza in their memory,
supposing that a pv.blic speaker on such
an occasion would not state what was
not true. Senator Lodge knew when
he uttered these state,nents that they
were utterly false, becaiw he was in
public life at Washington at the time,
and was one of President Harrison's
easiest friends, and therefore knew well
the condition of the Treasury, knew
that the revenue under the McKinley
bill was not sufficient to meet the ex-
oeueies of the Government, because the
t iriff was AO high as to. be prohibitive
in many cams, thereby reducing the
revenue. He knew that Mr. Cleveland
t irued over to Mr. Harriett' a Treasury
iii which there was such a large surplus
that Congress was asked to devise some
means of getting the money beck into
the pockets of the people, and that Mr.
Harrison and hie gang had squandered
that immense surplus-wing part of it
to meet the deficiency in the revenue
under the McKinley bill; he knew that
Reed's Congress of 1490, the Fifty-First
Congress, spent more than a billion dol-
lars, squandering vast sums in public
buildings that were not needed; he
knew that the panic was coming upon
the country at the time he spoke of-
that it had at that time already begun-
and that President Harrison seriously
conmidered the advisability of selling
borate to replenish the Treasury just as
Mr Cleveland has done, and that he
weut as. far as to have the bonds en-
graved before he concluded to borrow
money of the National banks to run the
Government antil the end of his term,
and leave Mr. Cleveland to -hold the
beg." He knew that the surplus that
Mr. Cleveland in Peel turned over to
Mr. Harrison ran up into the hundreds
of millions of dollars, and that in 18fre
Kr. Harrison turned over to Mr. Cleve-
land a Treasury that wait not only
empty, but in debt besides. Kinaina
these things, and knowing that a
gressee portion of the people in the con-
vention hall knew them, too, it IA won-
derful that he should have had gall
enough to make the false statements
that he did make. Lodge, however"
never cow* any nearer the truth than '
1010 ena help.
President Kruger of the South African
Republic, says that he learned his diplo-
macy from the Bible. That probably
accounts for his getting so much the ad-
vantage of the European nations.
Just before his death Benjamin Frank-
lin expressed a wish to live a hundred
years longer in order to witness the
changes, but if he had seen the present
currency question ahead of him he
would have been perfectly reconciled to
dying when he did.
Hobart has had pretty good luck as1
the receiver of railroads, but he will
never be receiver of the Vice Presi-
dency.
While free silver men do not agree
with Win. C. Whitney, Roswell P.
Flower, senator Hill, Wm. E. Rummell
and other gold men, yet nothing is to
be gained by abusing them as some of
the little jack-snipe "editors" through
the country think they must do in or-
der to strengthen the cause of free sa-
ver. No sensible man's opinion is
changed in the slightest by abuse, itild a
fool's opinion is not worth o.trying t
change.
It is time that Mark Hanna was writ-
ing McKinley's letter of acceptance, as
the people are anxious to know exactly
what Mark wants.
Hanna had enthusiasm manufactnred
to order at the St. Louis convention.
He had the galleries packed with hired
men, who, at a signal from a leader
stationed where they could all pee him.
would shout themselves hoarse for Mc-
Kinley, and when they ceased to shout
hired brass bands struck up some fa-
miliar tune and the hired cohorts would
sing. Never before was enthusiasm
prepared in advance of sneh an occa-
sion, but few people were deceived very
long.
If the Populists fail to indoise the.
Deinocrati! free silver candidate for
President this year let Oen' never again
claim to be in favor of the free coinage
of the white metal.
_
Following, instead of leading, will be
rather a new experience to Cleveland,
Whitney, Gorman and other prominent'
Eastern Democrats, but that's just what
they'll have to do this year if they re-
main in the party-and they can not af-
ford to leave it.
The Republicans who talk of McKin-
ley getting the votes of gold Democrats
forget that there are thousands upon
thousands of free silver Republican; in
close States who will vote for the tree
silver Democratic candidate. The gold
Democrats who will vote for McKinley
Live in the East, in States that always
go Republican-such as Pennsylvania,
Ohio and the New England States, and,
therefore, their failure to vote the Dem-
ocratic ticket will not cost the party
any electoral votes, while the votes of
free silver Republicans in sech States as
Indians, Illinois and Michigan may
tarn the scale In favor of the Democracy.
The talk about so many gold Demo-
crats intending to vote for McKinley is
all bosh. In the first place nobody
knows how McKinley stands on the cur-
n.ncy question, nor what he wapiti do
if, in case of his el ction, he should be
called upon to act in the matter; those
gold men will not have any confidence
in him. In the next place he stand* for
everything that Democrats have always
opposed, especially in regard to the use
of the taxing power of the Government.
One eeceedingly email ballot box will
hold the ballots of all the Democrats
who will vote for McKinley.
If Ohio continues to furnish thePres-
idents In the future as she has done in
the past it will uot be many years be-
fore she instead of Virginia will be en-
titled to be known as the "Mother of
Presidents.- The sons of the Buckeye
State who have occupied the White
House are, William 'Henry Harrison in
1840, Ulysses S. Grant in 1865 and 1872,
Rutherford B. Hayes in 1876. James A.
Garfield in 1880, Benjamin Harrison in
1888. Grant and the later Harrison
hailed from other States when nomi-
nated, but they were natives of Ohio.
There is, however, an Ohio man nomi-
nated this year who will never occupy
the White House. Of the five Ohioans
who have been President, James A.
Garfield was the only one that had any
real ability-the other four being ace!-
The dprintott of it-hiTootirt of Appeals
its feletti Its the election of tatha la till
V1101110,1001 will have the effete ef !Wing
the ttatitiltleind far the nuottptredijartiott
*li urges's tone Its "Set lk:01111 an
The 011tiventitiol whielt Is
to autainate a modulate will be held in
this city the latter part of next month,
and the man who wants to win will uow
have to hustle, as the time in which he
has tO work is very limited indeed. It
is not at all likely that there will be ally
Republican candidate for the place at
the November election, because the
Democrats; have such an overwhelming
majority. If any Republican makes the
race it will simply be for the, purpose of
keeping up the party organization, and
not Wormer of any hope of winning.
All the' countries on the European
continent regard the Turkish Govern-
ment as the greatest 'scourge of man-
-kind. yet not one of them will consent
to its dismemberment and division
among the other powers because of jeal-
ously among themselves, and therefore
there is little prospect of the condition of
Armenians being in any way improved.
The Sultan knows thiseand for that rea-
son he does not take any steps to prevent
the outrages that are of daily occurrence
in the empire. It is Mcleod strange that
christen nations should become PO
jealotts of each other as to allow people
to be murdered by the thousands rather
than see some other nation get a little
more than it might get if the Ottoman
Empire were divided. It is indeed
strange that the great powers of Europe
do not get together and divide Turkey
among them, and in that way put an
end to the continual murdering of thou-
sands upon thousands of helpless people.
The Republican r.omination was
bought for McKinley, and the pretected
manufacturers headed by Mark Hanna
expect to be able to buy enough totes to
place him in the White House, but on
avouut of the nature of the campaign
this year they will not be able to do it.
This is to be strictly a boodle campaign
on the part of the Republicans. The
protected manufacturers put their
money up to nominate and elect Mc-
Kinley just as they would go into any
other kind of a speculation. They will
lose what they put in this time, but as
they reaped such a rich harvest under
the McKinley tariff the loss will not
hurt them. If these men conic! elect
McKinley they would fix the tariff so
high that they would get ten thousand
per cent, on the money invested in the
venture. The attempt to elect McKin-
ley is a bold move on the part of as con-
iscienteleas a lot of monopolists as ever
tried to get possession of any Govern-
ment,
EVERY, KIND)
HUMOR
PIMPLES
SCROFULA
Speedily cured by CCTICCRA RESOirldrT,
greatest of humor cam, assisted externally
by warm baths with Cerictma SOAP, and
Kentle applicatione of CrTlor SA (ointment),
tag great slue cure, wben ail else Ladle. •
Base. •EVT, She. si 'teems U4100add uhreep. 
the yowl& Peer, Centime
AA. MIMIC tr., gee Props., Demoil, V. II 4.
Mr"' NoW is Curl LVS47 MININ.".111•1 Iree.
0100fteklitegatmemillm'----'  : - -
 eamillemas
SILVER EVERYWHERE.
:The White Metal On Top
In Several Siates.
BARGAIN
COUNTER
A VILLIANS THREAT.
Important Uews Items of Every Kind Recevied
from Almost Everywhere.
[SPZCIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Iniaunapolie, Intl., June 24.-The
.State convention has been called to or-
der and nearly all the delegates are free
silver men-that is, four-fifths of them
are. The convention will instruct for
Gov. Matthews for Preaident, send a
solid 16 to 1 delegation to Chicago, nom-
inate Shively for Governor. Shanklin
will get a good vote for the guberne-
tgrial nomination, but Shively e ill
easily defeat him. The platform was
written by Gov. Matthews.
I
' A woman knowr, what a bargain
really is. She knows better than a man.
,
"BATTLE AX" is selected every time
by wives who buy tobacco for their hus-
bands. They select it because it is an honest
bargain. It is the biggest in size, the
smallest in price, and the best in quality.
1 The 5 cent piece is almost as large as the10 cent piece of other high grade brands.
COURT OFAPPEALS.
Rencleis a Decision of Im-
portance to the Peop:e.
RICHT AFTER FRANKS,
The Retuebean Congressanal Committee to
Med at ilenderscn Thu.-slay.
FOR ALTGELD AND SILVER.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Peoria, Ill., June 211.-The Democratic
State convention was called to order at
noon to-day. Never before in the his-
tory of Illinois polities has there been
at political convention as unique as this
one. It was called to order without a
Angle candidate for Governor. While.
everybody is for Altsteld for Governor
yet he says he is not a candidate, but it
is known that he expects to be nowt-
natal, awl would be very much disap-
rointed if the convention should happen
to nominate someone else, which, how-
ever, it will never do, as Altgeld is now
its popular as hi, was unpopular this
tine, last year, which is toying a great
deal, as he wits at that time being
damned by everylexly in the State
-Democrats amid Republicans alike.
This change beck to Altgeld is one of
the mod wonderful ever known in the
history Of American politics, and it
shown the. fickleneea of American people
In polities. In addition to -being for
Altgeld for Governor, almost all the
claimed that delegates to to-day's conventi
on are in
of favor of the free and unlimited ceinage
Kentucky municipal oflieers could of silver. Whi
le they are all in favor of
not be elated Ciiisayear in which silver, they do 
not think it would be
there was a Fedemal election, aud good policy to 
nominate Senator Teller.
that therefore ho had the right to
hold over until his successor should be
-elected at the election in November 18e7.
In order to know whether or not to call
an election for the Mayorship of Louis-
ville for next November or in November
1897 an agreed case was submitted to
the Court of Appeals and this morning
the court rendered its opinion to the ef-
fect that Mayor Todd can not hold be-
yond the Novemlea (ton of the
present year, at time a Mayor
must be Omelet to fill the remainder of
the Nati for Which Meteor Tyler was
Olarteta
Thle diatom Is a sort of stone hat
killsatveral at one limo as if sat
tine Judge J. I. Leetitioe' mew and sev•
veil *Mahn ewes is. 'ell lee theet of
M lent. Teat In fait wit mover t here.
is au °Meer filling an unexpired term of
a municipal or judivial officer this mote
mettles the time at which the, menecessor
of en('h officer must be, chosen. It will
be remembered that Judge Landes, like
Mayor Toad, was of the, opinion that he
would have to hold over until
November 1897. This dasisioa will now
have, the, effect of making the, emelt
dates for the vacaney caused by the.
death of Judge John R. Grace get a
move on themselves. as it he not now
vely Lug Lefore the meeting of the Ap-
pellate Convention, %lath is to be hem
in Ilopkinsville in July.
(ePEI 1AI. TO NEW ERA.)
Frankfort, Ky., June 23.-The Court
of Appeals this morning -handed down
an opinion in which the polite of the.
entire State, but especially the people of
Louisville and the Fire Appellate die-
triet are. concereed. It was Cie case of
Geo. D. Todd, who, at the death of
Mayor Tyleawas elected to be Mayor of
Louisville, and who
according to the Constitution
•
AN EX-SENATOR DEAD.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA!
Chicago, June 25.-Ex-Senator Ly-
man Trumbull, one of the most talented
Men that Illinois ev r produced, died
this morning.
CAUSING A STIR.
(SPECIAL TO NEW F.RAJ
Louisville, Ky., June 25. -There are
two rival branches of the Salvation Ar-
my doing the city at present, and they
are very jealous of each other. This
sten of affairs was brought about by the
withdrawal of Ballington Booth from
the European Army and the institution
of a separate one for the United States.
WHITNEY KNOCKED OUT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Saratoga, N. Y., June 25.-Mr. Wm.
C. Whitney was entirely knocked out
by the State convention yesterday, not
even being sent as a delegate to the Chi-
cago convention. The delegates-at-large
are David B. Hill, Edward Murphy, Rae
well P. Flower and Frederic R. Coudert.
JUDGE EASTIN'S FUNERAL
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA'
Louisville, Ky., June 25.-The body
of Judge Gee. B. Eastin, who died in
Rome., Italy, about two weeks ago, ar-
rived in New York yesterday and a
now being brought to this city, where it
will be interred to-morrow afternoon.
DELICATE W,PifeN
13R EL 1:0FIZIX.s.1:YRIA
FEMALE
REGULATOR.
IT IS R SUPERB TONIC and
exerts a wonderful influence in
strengthening her system by
driving through the proper chan-
nel all impurities. Health and
strength are guaranteed to result
from, Its use.
My site was bedridden for eighteen months,
aft r using BRADFIELD'S FEMALE EtRUU•
LATUR for two months. Is getting well.-
J. M. JOHNSON, Malvern, Ark.
BRADristre RICHULATOS CO., ATLANTA, Ole
Mid 07 all Drugged* at $1.00 re bottle.
SILVER MEN.
(simnel. TO NEW-EliA.
Augusta, Ga., June 25.-It is con-
ceded by the gold men in the State con-
vention that the silver men will instruct
the delegates and write the platform.
' BIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIB
THE CHICAGO CONVENTION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA J
Chicago, June 25.-The Democratic
State, eonveutione with the exeeption cf
two have all been held, and an estimate
mehowe that the National emivention will
Is' ministate! of AN slitter MPH slid NO
0111.1 in MI, Th014444.0 the si ye, men
will leek tom, hkei vol.'.. of hay tug the
voliottre two-thirds, They ems statue
!heats Voted, however, by brteekleg the
mate rule in Michigan, Mutyland mid
other States, or they my throw out the
vote of Michigan altogether on the
ground of fraud, and in that way they
would not have to abrogate the two.
thirds ride, to which many of the. ether
men an, opposed, as the mit, has been
in force in every reinvention since late.
LIGHTNING PARTS TWO I.OVERS.
sea('i ete TO NEW ERA.)
New YorL, 3 ine 23.-While assisting
his betrothed across a stone fence, flee'
big for shelter hum a thunderstorm,
this morning in King's Bridges, Charles
Valeta received the full shock of a bolt
of lightning in the breast and was in-
stantly killed.
When the tragedy was enacted before
her eyes, Louise Coetello, the girl, ut-
tered piercing shrieks, and when *mist-
ance arrived, toppled off the wall in a
swoon..
The young couple were to have been
married neat week.
On the young man's breast was a
burn that looked as if it had been made
by a red-hot inn. Both legs were. bee:-
1y burned. Miss Costello was removed
to the hospital.
SPAIN UNEASY.
(senciee TO NEW ERA.)
Londe'', June 22 -A dispatch to the
Daily Mail Madrid say..:
"The platform adopted in St. Lonite
cause* great uneasiness in Spain, and
it is feared that it conflict with the
Uaited States has now almost a fixed
date. The Government hastened to
buy two 14,000 ton ironclads at Genoa,
where the price a few days ago was
thought to be excessive. The loan of
15,000,000 placetas made by Rothechilds
on the Alinedeu quicksilver mime will
probably be immediately applied to
such warships as are now for sale. imp
doubted national sentiment, and trust-
ing probably to the help of other pow-
ers, seem; resolved to resist American
propositions."
Two Weddings.
Although times are very hard and the
weedier is very warm, tam. were twee
weddings in this city Wednesday morn-
ing.
Mr. James W. Powell and Mism J e
Ann Tricker, who both reside in the
neighborhood of Kirkmansville, arrived
in that city bright and early that morn-
ing, and at once proceeded to the °Me e
of the Clerk of the County Court, where
they secured a mairiage license and had
the ceremony performed.
The second pair that took each other
for better or for worse were Mr. John
B. Haskinn and Miss Annie C. Davis,
both of whom reside at Crofton where
they are very popular with all who
know them. The bride is a daughter of
Mr. Thomas Davis, who for a year or
more reeided in this city. This couple
came to the city this morning, and after
securing a marriage licensee repaired to
the residence of Mr. Gooch, on Main
street, where the cereuiney was per-
formed by Rev. U. al. Hall, of the Id. E.
church.
•
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SILVER MEN STRONG.
[emeelet. To NEW ESA. 1
Saratoga, N. Y., Junes 24.--While the
gold nen organized the Stete colleen-
timeliere to-day, end will write the
platform and instruct the delegates, yt
the free silver men developed strength
that was not expected of them.
SWEEPS EVERYTHING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Columbus, 0. ,June 24 -Silver weer s
the State, and all of the delegates to the
Chicago convention are free silver men
and are Meta:wed to vote for Ex-Gov.
Campbell for President. The gold men
did not make any fight in the eonven.
tion.
THE NEGRO RAPIST.
(seecree TO NEW ERA]
Russellville, Ky., June 24.-The negro
who was arrested for criminally as-
eaulting Mrs. Trimble, near Adairville,
and who made a confession at Elkton,
threatens to make a ronfetesion itupla
eating a man of prominent standing in
the affair. He says that soon after he
drugged her she beceine unconscione,
end that a white ntan %shoaled employed
hien to drug her, and who was waiting
near by, came upon the scene and took
advantage Of the woman's condition,
and that he did not asaault her until af-
tea this whit.' man had been gene some
time. He says that he. was hired and
paid to drug the WOMall and that he
had lie idea of ravishing her until after
the white man had gone. He does not
give the name of the man. Nobody
believes a word he says.
That
Conscientious
Liver
Will do its duty the best it can.
But when your skin becomes sal-
low, your tongue coated, your
spirits depressed, it's time your
tired liver was assisted. The beat
assistant is BROWN'S IRON BIT-
TERS-Cures sickly livers, weak
stomachs, tired nerves - harm-
lessly, speedily, certainly.
GUARANTEE.
ri.rrhasemovetyref...dedr.houldA•ovrw's to
hi , tsken as directed ,faii to
to benefit anyperson suffering with Dyspep-
sia , Malaria. Chills and Fever. Kidney • od
tff Liver 'Troubles Biliousness. Female in-
firrnitles. Impure Blood, Weakness. Nen.
w ous 1 roubles, Headache Or Neuralgia, w
tl PROWS CSEMICAL CO., BalLimort, Md. ed
BIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIEIB
WEAK flEii
CURED AS IF BY MAGIC.
Victims of Lost Manhood ehould send at
on, e f••r a book
that explains how
lull rcsuly visor
IS easily, quickly
and permanently
I. No mac
: • ,, ki from
weet r.,s can 
f,rd to ignore Oil
timely advice.
Book tells boo
tied atm:lath, de-
vAorrnent and tone are impareet to every
p.ir,iori of the holy, S4...1t with positive
iro,1-•••••ftledi free ti, any On neelicatiou.
WILL SUPPORT Me KINLEY.
(SPECIAL TO NEW Rae
Naihville, Tenn, June 24.-Maj. E.
B. Steadman, of this city, given its his
re tam for supporticg McKinley that he
does not believe In unsound money nor
tae repudiation of the party's platform
and the abuse of a President for stand-
iug firmly upon it.
ABOUT CUBA
(z-trECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., June 24.-It is
denied here that Consul General Lee
has submitted a report of unusual im-
portanee on affairs in Ceiba or that any
such report is expected at present.
ILLIN(dS DEMOCRATS.
Isecciet. TO NEW ERA(
Peoria, Ill., June. 24.-The Illinois
convention renominated Altgeld for
Governor by acclamation, selected Alt-
weld, McC,niuiell, Henrichsen and Fine
Ian deletteitemettanate tnelmirestn, adopt•
te I a In t,, I 'Ikea pleitik, esisel latelied In
mei elf Allgehla tirialurt Ions,
1`104,11111Nli VoN1:77NLI,
Isrtwist. to suri Kits)
(Instill Rapids, Mieh , J 4110 V-4.•...After
a i all-night sedition, Rev. 0- N. Lee,
pastor of this Seseond Billeted Church,
was found guilty this morning of Me
proper liberate; with female. members of
his congregation and elevated from the,
ministry. Rev. Let. is the, inventor ef
the individual communion cup, for
wheal he has e patent.
STANLEY CM :WALLY ILL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW KRA]
New York, June 23.-A cablegram
from Loudon tee the New York Herald
gays that Hemy N. Stanley, the greet
African explorer, is critically ill, and it
is thought that there is little probalility
of nx.overy.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
w transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vaniali before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that so many forms oi
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease. but simply to a con.stiputed condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with million', of familice, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value goal health. Its benefit ial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you per-
chaise, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grod health.
and the system is reenter, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most skill:u1
physicians, but if in need of a laxative,
oneehould have trip best, and with the
well-informed everywhere. Syrup of
Figs stands higheet and ;s meat largely
used and gives moat stone ral aatiefaction.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
FOR JUDGE OF THE COURT OF armies.
We are authorized to announce
W. S. BISHOP,
of Paducah, McCracken county, as a cute
dictate for Judge of the. Court of Appeals
for this, the First, Appellate. District,
subject to the action of the Demorratic
party. Election in November, 18151.
FOR CONS MESS
We are authorized to announce
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY,
Of Christian county, as a eandalate for
re-eleetimi tee congress, for the the. See-
owl Cneere• •e. 1 Diretrict of Kentucky
-mut Ject to t ;,, 4.4. of t flt •InOCrlifJO
11.1 -:oveutlaff
ERIE MEDICAL CO., BUFFALO,M.Y.
Half-backs,fUll-famks & 1
weak-backs are relieved by
5011414Cii4 EirelLkitna ,Plaster
IT TOUCALS
THE
SPOT.
Ea TakEl
Cod Liver Oil as it
appex-s : Scc,tZ'S
Emu:sail is earily
taken up by the
syLtzrri. Ii no
other form cii SO
-:-.uc:i Lit-food be
essimiletcd with-
)it injti-y to the
I
liQr.;16.t.e- al LarrALIIIISIOHn
af Cod Liver Oil ,.vith Hypophos
has came to Lc an article
if ever-a day use, a prompt and
:nfaliiale cure for t olds, Coughs,
fliroat troiii)les, and a positive
buildt ci flesh.
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We make your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
ave one
Dr01) ill tEl my
ncy and Staple Dress Goods,
Dress Trimmings, Wash Dress Good,,
Men's Furnishing Goods,
Ladies' Underwear,
kore and I AN 1; cli1C :A 011 money ill
Lace Curtair s,
Parasols, Carpets, Mattings,
Linoleums, Oil Croths,
and Foot Mats,
and every line of goo:Is to he tn.0 a fi , t4-cl.as dty goo
estalibliment e in be fou..d at Is est prices at
Your Houses
_ 
should lenk tient alid
pretty, We In the YINICAT
PAINTINiti ttKAINItt, MAW'
YIN.
NMI V14E0100114 Wi.
are
liwonsible
And guarantee our work. Write
or call on US for eetuseases cu all
work.
Girard &Ricker,
Telephone orders to L. L. Elgiu'
Inag store.
•
"414444101... •
\'-‘11( - •
2!
re
Farmers, use the Old Reliable
HomesteadMIL
Fertilizer
for your Spring crops. High Grade
Beet Quality. Send for free ;mumble
containing full information. Manufiso
tureel by
MICHIGANCARBON WORKS,
Detroit, hiteq
For sale by Fonsies etc BRO.
whim Hopkinsville,Ky,.
14UCH hicKEE
At, -".,e, T-rt .41t, era
Special attention given to the collection
of claims. Office over Planters Bank,
US:.71S.JS:.%5$t4*c.S$$
Wirth ia
i s /15i V31611,06
• ma) oscibt..-rd 'Of CUT Pliber::s 4E! Si* C.
Q0 tem WI. are impart igsa dz.. oc4r•ro.t
a end eneseetsi to:aerator& but* wit:* feE
40 adorn *Oen a•el lawnle.s of ci,-r ee..y
CTIFkr,r`rly aro f-.1t. V:. re t4 ,
• co no ot4w..r.si,
die ç ;'• 99 tilitkitlf:4"1.-
T. M. JONES'.
Will close out at WHOLESALE COST nil my
spriflg and summer wool Drees tioodd, all ms, r•hiret \Valeta
and al! my Ladies' M'sses and Chi!dren's Il ,es and
•.•)!ippers This June 10.:h, 1396,
Words are but Wind,
"Ads" May Misieud,
Goods Never Lie.
(A Few Prices for this Walt.
If everything
ain't an repre -
rented
laffailMEEVAII
Lverything as Advertised.)
ThilacItoto
MII.LINEIll.
1 Mat strew shapes. wart h Ian, Sic ip
I lot sailors, black atml lilt,'- Sc
I lot '' ee
l lot " late style tri  561•
All trimmed Sailors and Shapes at Actual
Cust.-en to 50 lowed* than others ask.
See prices In onr window.
SHOES
I lot infants Tan shoes sizes 3 to 5 •2:5.• pair.
t•hildrens shoes gor 31e ilk. 5to a pair.
NI paws shoes rKst• are
!Adler Done. Rattan shoes The We $1.10 1.11i
lila 134 to f.m's pair.
Meit's shoes Congreas. {Lei a pair.81,in
" shore Lave and (tatter 111.1Z
" 'tubber Statute bawn Tennis Oxfords
sr a pair
" liegniar WOO shoes any style Vie and
11450 it pair.
" $4.111) Tei shrrel Needle foe !IL IV a pair.
" ifi.OU Patent Leather shoes KILN
SHIRT V.' AI STS
1 lot Ladles Uninundried Shirt a-Slat - Its-
1 otir money
back without
a murmur.
I lot " Shirt waist faugdried - Bie
I lot •• •• •• asst,eollors worthier Vac
I lot -• Percale worth Slim-Mar
I lid " " " Cr.-pun and dimity
evot h M-5,ar.
litaleley Shirt waist sells rerula.$1.21 The$1.10 si„ap
Ladies dill, lawn shirt waist,. restulAif
price MIS, but worth 11.10 choice for The.
See them in 'our show window.
M ENS FURNISH I NGS
Mena Suspenders Sr • pair.
Elena ihr [oleic each
Gamic Under shirts ific
••Speetal" 1 lot mens tienuine Deported
Fr. neh baihriasian l'iubir shirts and drawn,
worth 7:s• only 455- a garment.
Mena lerwn Ties Sc Dozen.
t I ub Ties lac I for 15c
" 1.14444141 se•
4 uffs hoc a pear.
•• Colored 14iti nd Med shirts 115c, Cht
Te• tee each.
I lot 1 filial mIrted Work shirts 15e.
I lot britigairteal White shirts .
N..** York Mills Muslim wittier
shirts worth 75e for
"NOTICE '-We sew up all Rips on our • bo,:ft FREE.
THE RACKET. .1. II. Kugler, Petr
ET YOUR
J.M.
CEMES
-From--
BULLARD
Main street, text door to KentucLian office.
A full lille of staple and fancy groceres. Pay h;gh at
market prices for country produce. Free delivery at all
hours to any part of the city. Telephone 91.
:ty
- 
\' Stable!If- ;
Ike
Cor Soventh and Virginia Sta.
K y
Rigs Furnist • i day or night
C. H. LAYNE
Livory, F!-ed &
•••••=MS,
Summer Opening
at
The Leader,
May 1st and ..2d.
choice line of pattern hats
will be shown which will com-
pare and equal anything shown
lin our larger cities.
Evcr3 bodycordially
invited.
THE LEADER,
Mme Fleurette Levy.
SHE JILTED HIM
for the handeorue up-to-date
gee t letnan whonmi
ci51426A. 1:BIC
had transformed into a manly
Apollo. His officer's uniform
wasn't in it with one of Clark's
fine, perfect fitting suite. His
stock of choice patterns in trona-
(Tingle Clay diagonalsemrorted
heeiots, tweeds, etc., are the
handsomest to be found in
HOPKINSVILLE....
0.int• and see us and we will
make a man of you.
PAGG & RICHARDS,
Builders' Supplies. Planing Mill.
.."••/•••• 1.11{. ItarNerwmossoottettOk
THE 
NEsV‘.
$1.00 A YEAR.
ITEMS OF INTEREST A fascinating novel, culled "TheCity
' Of Sine, writt •It by a bright young
lady of Hopkiteeville, Ky., Mk* Hattie
Lee Joheeton has just been placed on
the market and is taking well. Sever.
About al Louisville papers have devoted ovt r Hon. Benjamin Bristow half "id
a column describing the book and giving
a history of the authoress. It is Mies
Johnston's first work and is pronounced
by several close critics RA an excellent
piece of literature. Miss Johnston is a
COURT DIRECTORY. BREEZY NEWS BUDGET friend of Mrs. James Westfall of this'WAS SiCK THREE DAYS.
city.-Washington Gazette.
seeoad-olase mat matter. 
floceiv.id at tho goetontee in Hopkinsvin Happenings In anda
Hopkinsville.
Friday, June 2.6, 181%
CIE -tee counr-Firet Monday in June
tutu f earth Monday in February and Sep-
Isenbor.
fie ., armor ellWRT-Sttemtill Mondays
Janaaa7, April, July iind orteher.
riSCAL 001.1H-First Tutsittay in April
sad (*tether.
.4e ."..•v Outlet-Find Howley iu every
T. Y. Collins handles the best Oak
Hill and Provideuee u. Mll. (Aye it a trial
Office corner 13th and R. R. Streets.
Vsb I W. 4 M.
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr. Walter Long, of Maditouville, Is
In town.
Mr. John B. liaskuts, of Crofton, is
in the city.
Mr. John Mien, of Crofton, was in
tow n Sat moiety .
Mies Lela Wicks is visiting friends in
Iladieouville.
Miss Jeuuie Parks, of Mayfield, is
visiting Miss Mary Morrow.
Mr. Ben Williams, of Oak Grove, was
ia the city Monday.
Mr. Edgar Long, of Empire, was here
on business this week.
hr. Tripp Nance, of Roaring Spring,
spent Tuesday Ill the city.
Judge Flournoy. of Union county.
spent yesterday in the city.
Cap, Wiesen, the ertel-kittrati Hett1-
48i4 thetelietti, Is itt the eitr:
lit, Mat tifthbetl, ititstef i'MOtttis-
Jaw sItiluim. is us Ussoossy,
Mt 11, )4,t4d stud wife tow
ioNtooli hum *milts* Woe%
kilw ?matte Denudedfl luts letertied
-bowa vetit to frieuue in Ow taiga& ire.
Mn. John White, and daughter, Miss
-Annie, of Church Hill, were iu towu to-
day.
Mies Hennie Cox, of Grayson Springs,
vieitiu,g friends and relativist in the
aity.
Mr. W. H. Sunimerhill. cf Oak Grove,
V• AS among the visitors to the city yes-
•terday.
Mr. Dick Major, of Cadiz, who has
been spending several days here, has re-
turned Lome.
Mr. A. L. Carter, the well-known
Longview farmer, was in town on busi-
ness this week.
Miss Virgie Nourse is visiting at Ben-
neatetown. She went down last week
w ith Mrs. Girand.
Miss Mary Watson, who has been vis-
iting friends in the city, has returned to
her home in Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Roger Barr and son
John Watson, left Tuesday for
their home in Lexington, Ky.
Miss Florence Steinhageu has return-
ed from a visit to her brother, Mr. Ru-
dolph Steiuhegen, in Paducah.
Miss Lela Wicks is visiting friends iii
Madisonville.
Mists Jennie Parks, of Mayfield, is the
guest of Mims Mary Morrow.
Mies Carrie Salter has returned front
a visit to friends at Owensboro.
Miss Marcella Lacey has returned
from a visit to relative* in the Kirk-
mansville neighborhood.
Mrs. Fannie Macdonald and little
daughter, of Henderson, are the guests
of Mrs. W. T. Williamson.
Mrs. 0.G. Lander went to Oak Grove
Wednesday, where she will spend Ca
couple of weeks visiting friends.
Mine Fannie Wash, a charming young
lady from Wallonia, who has been the
guest of Miss Nash, left for her home on
Monday.
Mies Julia Venable left Wednesday
for Owensboro. where she gos to visit
her friend, Mrs. Hugh Phelps, at the
Rudd House.
Miss Katie Bradehaw, whose home is
clown at the neighborhood of Longview.
was in the c.ity on a shopping expedi•
lion this week.
Miss Katie McKenzie, who has been
ViltiSLI* friends over in Owensboro, hm
gone to Henderson, where she is now
the guest of Mrs. W. T. Larnbert.
Mrs. F. M. Giraud and Master Metier
re turued front Be u netettow n Tuesday
they were accompanied by Mies Queenit
Noes who will remain in the city tot
some time.
Mies Lids Donaldson is sojourning at
Dawson Springs.
Mr. Charles Millen and family, of
Elkton, are visiting in the city.
Messrs. Mont and Wick Dawson. of
Roaring Springs, were in the city Wed
nesday attending the tobacco sales.
Mrs. Fannie Tate and son left Wed
nesday for Versailles, Ohio, whert
they will spend the net of the summer
Mime Lula Mason, who has be visit-
ing friends in this city, left Wednesday
evening for her home at Springfield,
Tenn.
Mrs. Cleland White, of Cadiz, is in
the city. She came up to at-
tend the wedding of her sister. Miss
Bettie Hanbery.
Miss gwell, who has for some time
been employed as a hat-trimmer tot
Richards & Co., left Wednesday for her
home in Louisville.
Mims Letitia Fairleigh and Gertrud,
Hamilton Bramham have returned from
Owensboro, where they have been tht
guests of Mrs. Jno Elliott.
The Twice-a-Week Mail, Madison-
ville 's new paper, says that Mies Hattie
King, of Ilopkinsville, is !netting Mrs.
Thomas Hibbs, of Madisonville.
Dr. J. D. Clardy arrived in the city
yesterday and has been busy ever since
shaking hands with his friends and dis
cussing the political situation.-Hen
demon Gleaner.
Mr N. 0. King, the merchant at Pon,
wee in town Wednesday.
Mr. 0. A. West, who resides near
Crofton, was in the city Wednesday.
Mr. Geo. Ward and tester, of Lafay-
ette,were in the city yesterday morning.
Mr. W, D. Carter. of the Herndon vi-
cinity. was on the streets yesterday.
Mr. L. D. Watson, of Casky, was
among the visitors to the city yesterday
morning.
Mrs. S J Dalton left Wed, after-
neou for Dawson, where she will remain
some weeks.
Mr. C. N. Edwards, of Pee Dee, was
in town Wednesday.
Dr. Caudle, of Pee Dee, was here yes-
terday.
Mr. A. B. Croft came up from Crofton
yesterday morning.
tees of PA nor Importance Picked Up
The Noes Contort
At Chap Meloiry, six mile. fieniemf-
1, Juke Drake shot threei inen and
ws himself shot and kll14 All the
parties were colored, i
Drake, a very desperate made). had a
difflenny with Ernest Jairoe a a picede
and shot at him twice. One1i t the Inil•
tlets entered Ju nt goe right 1a , t and the
other struck a negro named  eltou in
the right shoulder.
Jagoe's brother, pistol in hand, came
up and Drake attempted to Shoot lane
but his intended victim fired first and
l)rako was instantly killel.
-
Had a Fight.
George Morris and a yoLiig negro
Dallied Tom Mallory, alias -Mind Tom,"
had an altercation Sunday afternoon
on Mechanic's street regarding a piece
ofi barbecued meat. Morris split Tom's
head with a rock.
Rev. Biddle Preached;
Rev. Alex C. Biddle, of the county,
erenched yesterday from the pulpit of
the Cumberland Preobyteriutt Church
stl Sturgis. It was a orternmerital wen-
sidti in Whir+ a let-go tinitiber at church
tOtithetti paftielpeted. deiristei
(I*11 *err batt it, #1
dit
About Examinational.
he new school law changes the time
foe examinations of county teachers
trim the first and second Fridays and
Saturdays of the month to the third and
fourth Fridays and Saturdays of the
mouth for the white and colored tt ach-
ere respectively. So that the neet ex-
aminations will be held on the third
and fourth Fridays and Saterdays ef
July and August and then no other in
the year 1896.
Wiroki
Itit,•• Hatay fiteth s4 tists Ftmsis 
is woillsortuist sismitoiliiiis ley
Istig alactell paisitapel of Sim edited st
Oheritte. Slat is en attnitetive end
itoromplished young lady mid received
her education in the heal puts*, schools
and later on graduated front the school
for young woneen at Madhouville.
.........,
Ogden College, for boys; Bowling,
Ky., begins its twentieth yeat Septem-
ber I, 1896. Well endowed, learned
and • experienced faculty,: excellent
facilities, thorough instruction. Forty
free scholarships granted annually.
Write for catalogue.
W. A. Oaseettent,
PrOsident.
Tanner Don't Count.
The Farmers HoineJournal says ;"Dr.J.
D.Clanly has made the second Kentucky
District KO geod and faithful a congresse
man that he has practically a walkover
for the Demoerntic nominatiOn for re-
election. It has always been the cus-
tom in that district to reward a faithful
representative by an endorsement. and
?went events certainly prove that Dr.
Clardy is in line with his party-in fact
a Leader in the way his constituents ee-
light to go."
Concerning Traction Engines.
By request the KENTUCKY 24,EIA' Ena
publishes the above selection of law re-
lating to the operation of treetion en-
gines on the highway:
'Any person using. operating ormov-
ing any traction or portable eogine on
or along any highway or private pegs-
way or lane, in this State, that is moved
in whole or in part by steam power shall
%end, and keep at least two hundred
yards in advance of said'engine, a mes-
senger, whose duty it shall be to warn
all persons of its approach, and render
such assistance as shall be neetesary to
secure the safety of all such persons:
and any persons failing to comply with
the provisions of this section shall Le
fined not less than ten nor more than
fifty dollars for each offense. (Sec. 1343
Idr. N. Zimmer, of dila cite, has with-
in the poet two or three days completed
a deal by which he becomes the ownei
of 'one of the finest roller mills in th•
Stste of Ohio. He has been i.it cone*
pondence with th, owners of I the mill
for some time, but it is only Within th/
butt few days that he succeeded in getting
ternas that suited hint. The , mill that
he purchased is what is known as the
istx-kington Roller Milnand it is situated
two miles from Piqua, a town of eigh-
teen thousand inhabitants, end is the
center of one of the very fittest wean
zrowing and corn-growing [pellet's of
the Buckeye State.
Mr. Zimmer does not intend to leavt,
Elopkinsville, but will put his mill it.
the hands of his son, Mr. Elon. Zimmer.
and his stepson, Mr. W. P. Toland, who
are both capable young men and who
will make the new enterprise pay. Mr.
Toland is a practicel miller of several
years experience, having been taught
the business by Mr. N. Zimmer, who is
one of the beet millers to be found any-
where. Mr. Toland has had there of
.tr. E. W. C. Edwards' large Mill near
this city, for the past year. Mr. Elou
Zimmer will do the soliciting' and cot
leCting for the Ohio mill. He and Mr.
roland will leave for Piqua heat Thurs-
Iv afternoon, and their many friends
in Ilopkinsville feel assured . that they
will meet with success in their new
home.
I
Ii
BOUGHT A MILL.
N. Zimmer Now Owns 04s o f
Best Male In Ohl*:
A Good Institution.
We have befere us a catalogue of ()F-
leet College of Bowling Green, Ky.,
which is one of the very best schools in
Kentucky. The course covered in this
college is an exceedingly full one, and
fits a young man for any sort of a pro-
fession. The college was founded in
IS77, and since that time has always
been successful. It has a full and able
corps of instructors, having at its head
Prof. Wm. A. Obenchain, who is one of
the best known educators in the South.
POTSOUSI desiring to know more of
the college or desiring catalogues can
write to him.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
•DR:
A Itemarikabie Voyages%
Mr. John Jacob Astor's former mate,
Captain Charlsen, an old "sea dog,"
sailed Sunday, Jane 21st, from the Bat-
tery, New York, for various European
ports, in his twenty-foot open sail boat.
His brother accompanies him. The vey-
' age will be made by the Northern pale
sage. He is to return next year. This
is the first serious attempt to cross the
Atlantic both ways in a Mall boat. a 17
Will a bs soceartsl?
MOST PERFECT MADE.
pure Crape Creere of Tartar Powder. Fre.
an immorus, Alum or any other adulterant.,
40 )!ASS TUB STANDAIDt
_
At Hopewell Cemetery.
'the body of Mr. R. .1. Cooper, mho
at die I Ttheelay meriting dewn lit Lafay•
tete, was 111N111;.(11t tit this yity Weelme •
day 19111 ut It 4 l'elOCk Wil0 laid I1W ay iii
Hopewell Cemetery, A large number
of sorrowing friend)u were premed to
take part in the holt etel rites. The
funeral was vemelticted by the Weems,
t.4) which order thee
longed for many yearn.
atl•pani• County Populists.
The ilepkini county Populists will
hold their convention next 1411111111Y ti
deleglIttel to till, State COI1Vult:
tiou, which will *elect delegate* to the
National eouveution ot their party
which is to be held in the city of St.
Louis on the 25th day of next mouth.
If these men are really in favor of the
free and unlimited coinage of silver
they would do well to indorse the free
silver candidate of the Democratic
party, as it will take the votes of all sin
Ver men olotoiltes of party to win, and
if the Populiste do not indorse the De111-
ocratie ticket they ought not to again
pretend to be in favor of the free coin-
age of silver.
Now Open.
That most pleasant summer resort,
Cerulean Springs, has been opened for
the season 111141 is being managed by Mr.
Jesse T. harper, who had charge of it
yeare ego, and who is known far anti
whit' for his ability as n hotel manager.
It wits eider Mr. Harlot that 0,ettleati
H int its Mill NI 19114.
tiler Willi titeltitt whit feseitiefif ietiferifie
nitintall slid he filifttneeln in Hill If Otis
inelF hhui he did in iloy• sit Oil. OH
filltati Willi APO 111 woo* sit isi,sufis st
we'lliso thfaut illatP014 at nlallaRn0
;tot tet dieeniointeil this *woo, Wit van
;to to Ofirtiloau, assured inlet they will
find everything exactly tis it should to
itt evory Wisp ( t.
This Is News.
The following dispatelt clipped from
an exchange will be a mutter of news to
the gentleman whose name Is contained
therein, as he in all probability has not
heard of his death: "Jaime Allen, the
tax collector for this city was thrown
from his horse here to-day and received
injuries from which he died in a few
minutes.•'
It is a fact that Mr. Allen was thrown
from his horse last Thursday afternoon,
and that the horse whirled around and
kicked the pro-trate man in the side and
broke several of his ribs, but he was
taken to a house in the neighborhood
where the accident occurred, anti medi-
cal aid was at once called in, and at last
accounts Mr. Allen was doing as well
as could have been expected under the
circumstauces.
•••
Kentucky Tobacco.
The Western Tobacco Journal, of
Cincinnati, in its lust Orme gives the
followi ,g report front correspoildeuts in
Kentucky in regard to the tobacco creep.
Warsaw, Gallatin County, June 15.-
The tobacco crop will be of a quality far
superior to any for years past.
Paducah. June. 20.-We had he avy
rains Sunday night, and a shower Wed-
meday, keeping the ground full too wet
work.
Gimlet, Elliott County, Jane 15.-
There is a light acriage of tobacco in
this section, but what little there is is
looktng well.
Mayfield. Juno 20.-Had heavy rains
again on Sunday. Since then weather
haa been fair and warm. Crops in very
bad conditt, n.
Hopkinsville, June 20.-The growing
crop is doing well, and is very forward
(where grass has not covered it) with
proper cultivation. Weather More set-
tled-only occasional showers. The
planters are discouraged with low
prices.
Louisville, June 16.-The U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture reports:
Western Kentricky.-Tobaeco is grow-
ing well, considering that many fields
are still weedy. Some fields, which,
were washed out by the recent heavy
rains, are bAng replanted. Complaint
is made of -trenching" in Trigg coun-
ty.
Central Kentticky--Tobacto is in ex-
eellent condition as a rule, though
Kann satiny weather is tignded LOW for
its rapid growth.
Eastern Kentneky.-Tobacco is in as
eoodis coudition as could be wished.
CONCORD ANDHOWELL
Interesting Items of News
Briefly Told.
WEDDING AT HOWELL.
Socien and Other InteresEng Matter for Cur
Readers.
HOWELL,
Mr. M. D. Keats, a very popular
young man who is in the employ of
Thompson & Meador, the Hopkinsville
itaolware reel-chants, will be married
here to-night to Miss L. A. Minton. The
wedding will take place at the home of
leir. W. G. Fox, and will Is' witnessed
by only a few friends of the couple.
Aftnr the ceremony the bride and groom
will be driven to Hopkinsville.
Dr. G. E. Medley and C. R. Adams,
of Beverly, and Chas. Gossett anti W.
B. Young, of Clarksville, passed here
yesterday. They were out on a fishing
vitt edition.
Misses Mary Manson and Lutie Ken-
drick, of Howell are visiting Mrs. J. E.
Evans, at Trenton.
Rev. W. H. Vaughn has returned
from Bowling Green, where he went to
attend the Association of Kentucky
Baptists. He was delighted with his
trip.
Miss Jessie Embry has returned to
her home, after a very pleasant visit to
relatives in Louisville.
coscoite.
Farmers are wearing long faces be-
cause their wheat is not halt a crop.
Miss Auice Boyd, of Hopkineville, is
visiting her cousin, Clandie Davis, this;
week.
A large crowd from this neighbor-
hood had the pleasure of attending a
lawn party given at Mr. G. W. Clark's
Saturday night.
Mr. John Davis and family were the
guests of Mrs. Steven Hill Sunday.
There is Sunday-school at Concord
every Sunday evening. We wish every.
one would come out and help us.
Mrs. G. W. Cox and Miss Attie Davis
spent Monday in your city.
Mr. Willie Davis and family spent
Sunday with Mr. Davis' father, Mr. W.
C. Davis.
Miss 011ie ()den spent one night last
week with Misses Mattio and Willie
Reeder.
life James Reeder, Jr., spent Satnr- I,: HERB
day and Sunday in the Iron Hill neigh-1:: seromere: CO. OHIO.
Le.huol. Pere CAD DICK. itleiNV•Vaii'aid&ValaiVieVer•
DIED SUDDENLY.
Only Half • Crop.
It said that. prominent farmer! in
Hendee rani enmity, who have been he
terviswed on the subject, suy that the
whet!: c p this year ite not more tht u
usually is.
Passixi Away Monday.
Meer a Mennior of he Hostels:eine Bar. tee
ter SitereOey oft o Term,.
Hon, Benjamin ft lit Wow • who vk ns
Inevetary of the Tosuenry under Preen
dent Grant, end who itt his early life
resented end practitesi law lit 1[1,141ns-
ille, died 1114111day tiftermem tit his
hottie In New Yerk, lifter itit illness of
three days fretti iteritemitle It was
only en lust Saturtlay that het was Olken
ill, and us hie Menthe in Kenturky heel
not hoard of it, thee news of hit death
was is great shock to them.
Benjamin Helm Bristow, S011 of Capt.
Francis M. and Entity Helm Bristow,
was born at Elkton. Todd county, Ky.,
June 20, 1832. His father was one of
the Net-known lawyers and politicians
in Southern Kentucky. and his mother
was a Miss Emily Helm. of Bowling
Green, woo earne from one of the oldest
families in the State, and who was a
cousin of COY. Helm. His father rep-
resented the Third Kentucky district in
Congress. Young Bristow was reared
and received his early education at Elk-
ton. and in 1846 was sent to Jefferson
College in Pennsylvania, front which
institution he graduated in 1851. After
leaving college he duelled law in the
office of his tether at Elkton, and in
15.13 was admitted to the bur. V1'lloll
Ile Et`CCIVtIll His lutwyu r'n eertifiente he
meted :141 Ittiplillettille, Where he Mt
Meet Miele hututau4f kletwit nit miss of titt,
',owing patois jttristo if Itiontitarit Maw
ttiohy: ills pfississiti 
Psittioll• Its WHit lit 
y
his t
Psalm,W WI the way Melo) min Must
is
ori• tisio to Ina Sknoltern but Wit so
with Bristow, who east his fortunes
with the Union, accepting the position
of Lieutenant Colonel in the Twenty-
fit th Kentucky infantry
After the war was over Mr. Bristow
settled in Louisville for the practice of
his profeseion, forming a partnership
with Johu M. Harlan, who is now a
Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States. After a few months,
however, the partnership was dissolved,
as Mr. Brietow Wati appointed United
States Attorney for the district of Ken-
tucky, which office he filled from 1865
to 1870. He filled this office so well that
when the Department:of Justice was or-
ganized in Oetobor, 1870, he was made
Solicitor General of the United States
with headquarters at Washington, and
he filled the office for two years, resign-
ing it to become chief attorney for the
Texas Pacific Railroad. Later he re-
moved to Louisville and resumed the
practice of law. In 1873 PilliideDt
Grant nominated Mr. Bristow to be At-
torney General in his Cabinet, but his
enemies in the Senate prevented his
ceufirmation, but later that year the
President appointed him Secretary of
the Treasury, and had him colifinned,
and during his first year in this office he
utietirthed and exposed the tole:boo
text whisky Heir, and he prosecuted the
members of it-to the bitter end, puttieg
himself fonvard in the light of me refor-
mer. He resigned the Societal yellip iii
July 1870. In the Republican conven•
tion that year Bristow vs as brought for-
ward as a Presidential candidate, bat
after much balloting he wart defeated-
the imannation:going to Rutherford 13.
Hays, of Ohio.
After his defeat for the Presideuey
Mr. Bristow retired from the political
arena, and weat to New York where he
resumed the practice of law, becoming
attorney for some of the largest corpora-
tions in the countty. He was a termer
admirer of Grover Cleveland and wlien
Cleveland ran for President in 1484 Mr.
Bristow supported him earnestly.
From his law practice Mr. Bristow
amassed a large fortune. In 1858 he
was married to Miss Abide Briscoe, an
adopted daughter of G. L. Miles, it Han
diu county capitalist. Two children, it
son and a married daughter, survive
Mr. Bristow, and to them his innneuee
fortune will go. Mr. F. H. Bristow,
who is now County Judge at Elkton,
Was a brother of the 1111111 'fittegnian, and
Mrs. H. G. Petrie and Mrs. J. W. Gill.
who reside at Elkton, were his tinders.
Broke Electric Lights.
Jelin and Mite k Satelford, colertsi
mem:unused theioselveeSunday night by
throwing rocks at and breaking an arc
light out Jaekson street. This vandalism
site reported te ()Melee S1111111 and
Walker who aneeted the menves. They
were tried before Judge lianbery this
morning and were sent to the work
house to make big rock little, for the
the next one hundred days.
Will Not Occut this Year.
For 'several yuitrii laud it has been the
custom of the ex-Federal soldiers of this
county to hold a re-union on the 4th of
July out at Fleming's Cave, but as there
are so many other things of a similar
natare this year, it has been decided by
the veterans not to hold nny re-ninon
this ye en This will be a source of dis-
appointment to malty of them who have
been looking forward with much pleas-
ure to the day when they would have
the opportunity for meeting their form-
er comrades in arms.
WANTEITTO SPECULATE.
The Hart County lKy. Itecord says;
We were inforined that A farmer liv-
ing in the Hiseville country shipped a
hogshead of tobacco to Louisville last
week and nedeved in return for same
a check for 20 courts and a 2 centlost-
age stamp. After meditating over the
matter awhile, he decided that if he
could buy the same quality of tobacco
at the same price he mould speculate a
little, so he sat down and wrote the
warehouse, enclosing a cheek for 40
cent and two 2 cent stumps with tl.e
request that they pure Moe him tv o
hogsheads.
Not So Favorable.
Our readers will remember that al out
ten days ago we gave an account of an
unfortunate accident that happened to
Mr. J. J. Allen, the delinquent tax col-
lector. He was thrown from his home,
and before he could arise the animal
wheekel around anti kicked hint in the
side, breaking [several ribs. Mr. John-
son was taken to his home in the nigh-
borhood of Pon as soon as he could be
moved, and for sonic time he seemed to
improve, but a gentleman who saw him
yesterday informs us that his condition
is not so favorable as it was wine days
ago; still his physician dos not think
that there is any room for doubt as to
his ultimate recovery.
5.05 "OD ••• •55.101,..„
ereeem.r.e.nnewire
A Wild Ride
In the dead of night for ow.
LIGHTNING HOT
DROPS.
• sudden att,a.rwit ofi.ra morbus
ALWAYS KEEP f.
Lightning
Hot Drops:2;
In the house, and save time is
and mil !Teri n cr.
tures all Stomach and Dow- fp
el Troubles, and Pains at all 0e
NEVER FAILS.
60o bottle holds 2% times as
much as 5c bottle.
AIETIFC:')P. COMPANY,
Dedicated.
The New Me thio'Thetjhsurclt at Pletee
ant Cesen, about six mike ma this city
on the Buttermilk road, Nt 11 deelien-
ed o the first timidity in July. hint r
will 1.. served on the grounds. The pub-
lic is ordially invited.
To the nen.
Cu Tuesday last Deputy Sher Fl. H.
(natty totek Frank 'Imlay to tiiØ lit it
peulteittiery doe ii at Eelde vi 1)4'. Timely
WW1 CollVirtoti funifory at t le poet tit
term of the Cinait Court, and was nen.
emcee.Ot t wo peen' confinement in the
prune etiary.
••••••••• "OW ••••••••••••••551
Tobacco bisn Not.
A I endue of prominent toteseco grow•
tees met at the 1"iirmend Warehounte,
I eint , Iltemelay lest, to ileums. plants
for th eurtailment of the Wheel) urine
but nit definite melon Was taki•11. Sev•
end phone eon. submitted, but each hail
its oldectionable feature, Amieutlii r
at e.ting will be held uext month, the
date to be aunouuceed later.
Oen. Bristow Marten.
I rittetert ntr,igt.tr.prthird Artr,tiltdirghil
4I-AgAeheitreqleteet4J14ekjeii
Mfrs Gene Fitei onv of noseset,
writes: I here alwa;. • ti•ti.•t-t• fr,nthereelitsry teretata, for atilt. /I 1 Irlf41%attune emnmItmt, 11•111 many reliehlc
CT4Iclans,tmt none relinved I, :m..'kluge boillry of
lam now well. 1
ant very gra?. 'illto you, Its I ft el
that it art-e•il no•
Irma a life of un-
Ittet
•tetei agony, end
shall tato plen•ure In rieseilog
words of hdr the Wt,t i. I hit r• r.-..-:
keno, and in I "evac', I' .1. It •et.
u
Ke
Treatise en
n!ivy., and :
Itleeseo nm fl
free to sny al.
11WIFel si+tartc co., Atian'e. Cs. 'Z
el) //Le, eneelsot
not; "•....vunc
Fo to Winfree Bros. &
Co. before you buy
threshers and engines.
They have.just sold 418-
horse power rigs with
windsta,cker of the cel-
ebrated Sterens make.
'24=44;"•-- staaseesaleagossie
_ •-•
YiiiIMIMMTP7triiYir7i'MriTtrPr7rpmir,, • I
6iage ; • ibtl<ik*IikaiSli
Big Reduction
Ladies' Shirt Waists. ' -
The eelebratea 81.25 Monaeh shirt ky_:.7.3
waist will .bc elcsed out at Si. The r
shirt waist at 70e, Ihis is dnitoppor-
tunity to buy waists at your own
Winfree, Bro. & Co. 'el::
have just received a car 1'
The funeral services over the body of load of buggies, Phae- 
retaiy of the Treasury, who died stun 
tons, Surreys and Trags 
.dm.4.-<74
the lame Benjamin H. Bristow, ex-See-
delay in New York last Monday morn-
iug t iolt place on Tuesday morning in
Dr. 'Veil Dyke's church in New York.
The body was laid away in beautiful
Woodlawn, just outside New York
City.
•••,
Het u Bed To Give It Up.
The L. & N. paymaster a few days ago
paid a negro section halm near Clarks-
ville *110 by mistake., and when he de-
manded the rf tarn of the money a few
inoniente later, the negro threw a revol-
ver from pouket and retn..41 to give
HMI list bite 'Mee fifsi the
entillthy, Anti the pentlifiefer to OM pin.
a .szsma
Mivo 1•000011. lit 1101411efiell.
A dosilidais,
wtisi 3$ bug- Woos It In thio wliorti
slits stiusioily vissitit, is a fur
Slaiteriatoutivid uf the ilisiolursuu 141110
*Aim's, and it is said that liar
proipi.:.ts for election are good. Mini
Kampen bar spent alnioot her entire life
in Kele ol work, told is well qualified to
fill the place. She is a find cousin of
Miss 3follie Martin, of this city.
-
A Tremendous Crop.
Frein all sections of this county coin"
reports of the largest peach crop that
has IA on known here for many years,
and it is said that in many places the
trees are so full of fruit that they have-
to be topped up to prevelit theut from
being entirely ruined. The quality of
the peaches this year is said to be very
poor, ;.s they tire mostly small, and in
many places drop from the trees before
they are more than half
Thought to be Crazy.
The Russellville Herald mays that Nat
Curtie, the negro Nylon; in jail in that
town harged with having drugged and
assaulted Mrs. E. C. Trimble near
Adainille, is evidently insane, that his
answers to questions put to him clearly
point to that conclusion. The examin-
ing ttial watt set for to-morrow, but will
have to be postponed, an Mrs. Trimble
is not yet able to leave her bed. The
Conlin; Judge has refused to allow the
tnieti.grr.,:ititoonl.e.tukeu to Ad airline for itlen•
LOLIOVILLE Tel3ACCO MARKET.
Furnished by Glover •fit Durrett, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse.
Sales on our market for the week just
closed entente to 3,603 hide with re-
reipts for the RAMP period 4,050 Wide
Sales on our market entre. Jul. lit
amonet to 46,550 Melia. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amoaitt to 82.480 Ithds.
Sale; on our markt t this week in-
cluded 1,076 Wade. of dark tobateo with
it bete r market for such leaf as would
class from good to fine. The market
remains very quiet and unsatisfactory
for the common and medium grade s of
leaf. In some localities the growing
crop has been damaged by heavy rains
hue in a general way the crop was put
on the hill unusually early and is look-
ing exceptionally
The following quotations fairly rye-
resold our market for dark tobacco.
Nei crop:
Trash . 
  $1 00 to $1 25
Come.nii te medium lugs 1 Is) to i bo
Dark rich lugs, s' quality 2 00 to 3 50
1 7ornitiou leaf 
  2 nO to 3 50
Medium to wood leaf  8 50 to 5 00
leaf of extra leeeth  00 to 7 00
Wm/ per). sty lea 
 7(10 to 00
Wheu your stottlech begins to trouble
you, ;t needs help. The help it needs,
is to hoist jour food, and, until it gets
It, you won't have any piques Stomach
trottlee is very distreesing, very obsti-
nate, very dangerous*. Many of the
most dangerous diseases be gin with
'dumb, indigestion. Th.. reason is that
iwtmgu stion Snot digeetion, not nourish
mem) weakens the system and allows
disease germs: to attack it. The anti-
dote is Shaker Digestive Cordial,
strengthening, nourishing, mantis e. It
cures indigestion and renews strength
and health. It does CAR by otrengthete
lug tile stomach, by helping it to digest
your foxi. It nourishes you. Shaker
Digestive Cordial is made of pure herbs,
plants and wlite, is perfectly harmless
and will certainly cure all genuiue
stomach trouble. Sold by druggists,
price 10 cents to $1.00 per bottle.
hat
Tired Feelin
Make you seem " all hrokt-ti up," wit h-
out life, ambition, energy or appetite,
It is often the forerunner of serious in-
nate, or the aceompaniment of nervous
troubles. It is a positive proof of thin,
weak, impure blood; for, lithe blood is
rich, red, vitalized and vigorous, it im-
parts life and energy to every nerve,
organ and tissue of the body. The
necessity of taking Hood's Bareaparinit
for that tired feeling is therefore apparent
to every one, and the good it will do you
Is equally beyond question. Remember
00 S
Sarsaparilla
lithe beSt -III fact the One Tore Mood Purifier.
Pills 
cure liver ills. easy to take,
HOOd98 r-lai easy to operate. /scents.
Cushman's
M liTHOL INHALER
Alt
Curve in I it-4,0.1.644lb*
I bloat.
CATARRH, HEADACHE;
KELMALGIA, LaGRIPPE,
WILL CURE
Outtalug, *cuffing, roughl111.
If DACIIF..
ti n 11 C41 Ilao effect/ 1ith: UV RV-
ENDORSED "
NCULDB,Sore• Throat
...\\ *bootie. of EUIY•151.1ahret medical au-
and Amellea for,
Hay Foyer, Bros..
chlt15 Ls GRIM% '
Ttie nide% Itefreetilue
and Healthful mid tat
HISADACHE
He Brings 51leer to the fReeplefs. Cures insonirda
end Nervmni Proureuon. Ton't fonlel wilt •••111i151
itg,1•11.001 'late tally OUtHMAN'S. Price, 60c.
at all or mailed fr. o. %ANTED.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM
I.) ri,roa of Belt Rheum. Old Rorer. eutat,Woundif,
bur -A, Frostbites. Excel* all .4,  remedie• for
FILMS. r, 96c 0 I/Hamlets Rook oil lierdbol
free. Addreee Cushrn n Drug_ Co. Vine
Gonne*.  Ind,.• /10404911111 Chi4)01110•
ti
t'.. CUT3
,-• BURNS ULCERS
t ALT RHEUM CFRIIOASPETEIII: ,HELEItifL; 145'
4,4 BRUISES tics RIRGIVOIlitt 1...-
5$ SCALDS ERYSIPELAS 1150 OLE/ s011t.t. ttNt
44I, t..•
PI SpeCiatli RtOotem:•tdall Sr Pmts. 1.4.
k.4 111:tt it t.. l'/•11,,, o l' I., •..,. Le.- ..,. 'n, i lior
0.4 ..,, •• t•- i. ,g.•.. .,,k - .,• i4. . .n. , v. • , •", •i ,:.,
AI"' BS. lin" '',"1"S':11111.; .:E.Nn' tSPI.; '•fli'L'IU.17::'""` • a's; Wsi'llk..",)11.,"41 1;
g•s51. Th a Halm t• tile Lateitet its of (hot-
s., Po-tit and the l••••t on il, 1.111Pk•t.
„...I', 4 f jf yoeub,c-iii..:11,;',%.geal. i„...i ,,,,..1 kr,y..tait .fuietionirtitg dr.Priruo.ivt:,....t  4
CUSHMAN DRUC CO.
fri-4 flitYSI t5 IND.., 121 Ilyarhom ii. • 111(11007A
LX,V1:••:141:2-1.TLILlatrIt-Ti•IILT5itrirTair
No, & Shoe Co
bran new and t e 11: , • l's - ,
nicest lot ever brought . ,. .. -:4#....,.,. ....Q. --- o . . 
them before you buy. iiiiiiiitte4Aiiiiiiiiiiiii6ilitlitii to town. Go to see
134d3t 42w3t
Farm For Sale!
Farrn of Int acne on long's. Mill road,
2 miles: frnet Peml,r0ke; 120 tierv-,,,,
balance in good timber. Soil, fair lime-
stone. Improvenemts. 3-room cottage.
COlik-roone barn, (mellower, greet or-
clitirel, well, eke Wheel Rile churches
Sum easy re aelt. Prim, 0,100; eitie-half
cash ; Wither in tine yettr at 0 per cent
JeMes Hetet'
HP.0 .4etAttl
HOW M441111011104 Kt
W4 1,4411111B0 it :10ti4fit,
fot family halal. At ly at
Otis udI lee.
Solid Silver
Thimbles
600 to select from
at II their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 25c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than 'r2, cost.
$1 to $2.50 spec-
tacles at 50c at
HARD WICK'S.
Dr. A. Eoates,
3r) '16 "IC%
OFFICE on Main Street in block ( p-
site First National Rake
•
,•••••••••-•:-..... •
d' •C
01•VETIS
P! *MU
A
Evsly •hg.l.1 have a bei.le • 
m ug° ktir
• TzT111 140 TrYJELE3t 1.- ,
V., , Wt. Iris: .1 .1rua. L
P
de.'.. .J 
 atr.: •t%
• rl• MX. ry &it •ne;
see t:Oc. Oot ries. d •
'ee l ere- e, P.5% Fro*. :
• 
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F.W rtevo & C •.. • .
cell/#*0080, he. 'I.>,
gdf • P • •
"..444 II 
•
.,. !. ••
felallisE4
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the
d Vut al Bnefit LfE
Of Newark, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contrect.-
Everythin,r in tlie Conttaet.
Loans and real etate are
specialties with us.
Office on Wed oide North Main, near
Court House., Hopkimusviiie, Ky.
CALL'S SL WALL ACE
dine Cil
From 15 cts.
Per Gallon
Up at
J. 0. Cook's,
9i;11 street, near
L. & N. depot.
TELEPHONE NO. 89.
tlCushman's Marithi Ealm
lo setest, sort and moat reliable
_
HIRES Rootbeer con-
tains the best herbs, berries
and roots nature makes for
rootbeer making, Take no
other. •
11•1• OW, The Mahe R. P1'ila#1.0.41a.
• 5.kt, 11,14•.ery•bere.
PARKER'S CINCER TONIC
▪ Lov2 TTO5b:75, lialrefehte rtornarh and
mut 151.5i *of malt .ng 'UM* *NM al ot.1.4
ttrar-y.., t• . wren -mailer 1.•1 .rvablahnuld
P R R'
HAIR BALSAM1.1515•• arid hew:VA-lea
Yrointana • lualartant r •rth
Never Fails to Iloatore Ora
Hair to tt• YouthfUl Color.
num p &warn a hair ta.1=6,
:siY.arai 11 till at Dtb4W....
MINDERCORNS remorse" eee
epee. sops 01 prim Mater wrik.ug ta.5.a.. 0.1.huaae.
• Clalel.••••erv ceeil•1 Inu_assd Hess& '
litlYROYAL PILLS
(Toggles.' riri.idOnly ti.. .t..'.
Sail, ,•..t• • ut
1.rur.;1•1 • P.... s, Si...
5.4 I *Led 14 1 owtallia
r.ars •.•.••1 • , t u.
another. M.". •g. ••• ••1
law ••,•• At 01-5•• •I • or reed4r.
I, otat,,, ur 1.01...4151. • •
tt Heller fur i.•••11. 5."'a I*••••. by FN.-.
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L. & N. Time Table.
:
•J 
SOUTH.
BUCK EYE to, • The following time table tells whenall passenger trains arrive here:No, 53, St. louts expres  6 7(1,5 nm
01.41'363E4 • lco. ita. Chicago express
CURB NOTHING CI::
FUR-KITING SALE
AT ANDERSON'S
EGINNING
Saturday, June 27
A Few item Taken At Random:
i-4 oft entire stock of childrens suits.
75 ors. Stacy Adam's tan shoes, worth $5,
for $3.
\IL Straw Hats
At Half Price!
125 prs. Misses spring heel Oxfords, worth S1.25, [or 50z..
75 men's suits, sacks and frocks, broken sizes. prices
to $15, for $4.99.
$1,111115.55••••••
INDERR1 9,4 ri g, 71i, k ol\f .,;-.7r.14 l' II 't 3...
• ie..
• 7.•
. • - •
• • la •
0 g • •
.4 • 7:
* Mammoth
ST
Dlot Copsidered
In the
Assignee Sale of
COX & BOULWARE.
We are selling fast
but must sell taster to
STOP 
TtibENSE.
We have unpacked
overcoats, winter suits
and underwear.
on Sale Saturday -
On Sale Saturday
On Syle Saturday
AT
Fifty Cents on the Dollar
Fat y Cents on the Dollar
Fifty Cents on the Dollar
MUST BE A CLEAN WEE,. 
H. A. Witherspoon,
ASSIGNEE.
Cox & Boulware.
MT p3 nes No. 55, ito(elnitnoeitition.. ...... ..7 :115 tun
6:4"; am
No, 61, St. Louis mail •  6:2e pm
KORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis ..... 190 :-.0545) pam551111111151IL MIA 1--t. "at or •
A SUrtrz" and CE77T.r01-1 No. e6. St. Louis exprees 8 :40 pmkr.te.•-r. for 1S)-earsacti - , • No. et, acrommodation 
  9:10 pm
• 1•01.171 • • . unl.b r N 4 
C'e 'apt 
Chicago 
t enexT7P' tons at Outline7
Planing Za,3.- -11 • stakes co.z..uvet...41 at Litnuhrit8 8114-• ter Clarka.31"_
Whose Paints
Are the Best?
DAGG& ICHARDS
••••••401111011105.7..".... ' .••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• -55.11.55.
up-, sae;
"
1
se;
IN 
I tar^ 111b, 661 *Z1 -14,e, Zieli.i.;ibtlsatiAsaro only different parts of the machin-
ery. So I go into your lift and see
strange thing's. Here. is one prevideuce
pulling you OHO way, and another in
another way. But these are different
parts of one machinery by which be
will advance your everlasting and pres
mit well being.
Now you know that a second more
age, and a third and fourth mortgage
are often worth nothing. It is the first
mortgage that is a good inveetment. I
have to tell you that every Christian
man has a first mortgage on every
tidal, and on every disaster, and it must
Make a payment of eternal advantage
to his soul. How many wortimeets it
Would take out of your heart if you be-
lieved that fully. You buy reds and
hope the price will go up, Ott you are
it n fret and a frown for feat the price
will go down. You do not bee the peels
using your best discretion in the mat-
ter, and then say: "Oh. lend. I have
lone the beet I could! '1 colunnit this
whole transaction into thy hands!"
That is what religion is good for or it
itt good for nothing.
! There are two things, gays an old
proverb, you ought not to fret about-
line, things that you can help, and sec-
ond, things which you cannot help. If
you can help them, why do you not ap-
ply the remedy? If you cannot help
them, you might as well surrender first
as lard. My dear brethren, do not sit
any longer moping about your ledger.
Do not sit looking so desponding upon
your stock of unsalable sextet& Do you
think that God is going to allow you. a
Christian man, to do business alone?
God is the controlling partner in every
firm, and although your debtors may
abs000d, although your securities may
fail, although your store may burn, God
will, out of an infinity of results,
choose for you the very hest results.
Do not have any idea that you can
carerstep the limit that God has laid
down for your prosperity. You will
over get one inch beyond it. God has
decided how much prosperity you can
stand honorably and employ use-fully
and control righteously; and at the. end
of the year you will have just so many
dollars and cents, just -so much ward-
robe, just so much furniture, just se
Many bonds and mortgages, and nothing
mare- I will give you $100 for every
penny you get beyond that. God has
looked over your life. He knows what
is best for you, and he is going to bless
you in time, and bless you fen- eternity;
and be will do it in the best way. Your
little child says, "Papa. I wish you
would let me have that knife." "No."
you say, "it is a sharp knife and you
will cut yourself." He says, "I must
have it." "But you canzot have it,"
you reply. He gets angry anti red in the
face, and says he will have it; but yen
say he shall not have it. Are you not
kind in keeping it from him?' So Gen
treats his children. I say, "I wish,
heavenly Father, to get that." God
says, "No, my child." I say, "I oast
have it." God says, "You cannot nave
it." I get angry and say, "I will have
it" God says, "You shall not have it ;"
and I do not get it. Is be not kind and
loving and the best of Fathers? Do you
tell me there is no rule and regulation
in these things? Tell that to the men
"rho believe in no God and no Bible.
loll it not to me!
A man of large business concludes to
go out of his store, leaving much of his
investments in the business, and he says
to his sons: "Now, I an' going to leave
this businees in your bands. Perhaps I
may come back in a little while, and
perhaes not. While I am gone you will
filiewitrio look "iller afinifi." After
awhile the father comes back and finds
everything at loose ends, and the whole
business seems to be going wrong. He
says: "I am going to take possession of
this businesses-you know I never fully
surrendered it-and henceforth consider
yourselves subordinates." Is he. not
right in doing it? He saves the business.
The Lord seems to let us go cm in life,
guided by our own skill, and we make
miserable work of it. God conies down
to our shop, or our store, ard says:
"Things are going wrong. I come to
take charge. I am master, and I know
what is best, and I proclaim my au-
thority." We are merely subordinates.
It is like a boy at reboot with a long
ram that he cannot do. He has been
working at it for hours, making figures
here and rubbing out figures there, and
it is all mixed up, and the teacher,
looking over the boy's shoulder, knows
that he cannot get out of it, and clean•
ing the slate says, "Begin again." Jun
so God does to us. Our affairs get into
an inextricable entanglement and he
rubs everything out and say* "Begin
again!" Is he not wise and loving in so
doing?
I think the trouble is that there is so
large a difference between the divine
and the human estimate as to what is
enough. I have hoard of people striving
for that which is enough, but I never
heard of any 01317 Who had enough.
What God calls enough for man man
calls too little. What man calls enough
God says is too much. The difference
between a poori man and a rich man is
only the differenoe inbanke. The rich
man puts his money in the Warhington
bank, or the Central bank, or the Metro-
politan bank, or some other bank cf
that character, while the poor man
comes up and makes his investments in
the bank of him who runs all the quar-
ries, all the mines, all the gold, all the
earth, all heaven. Do you think a man
can fail when he is backed up like that?
You may have seen a map on which
is described, with red ink, the travels
of the children of Israel through the
desert to the promised land. You *gee
how they took this and that direction,
crowed that river and went through the
sea. Do you know God has made a map
of your life with paths lending up to
this river and across that sea? But %peen
ed be God, the path always comes; out at
the promised land_ Mark that! Mark
that!
No Accidents.
I remark again that all those things
that seem to be but accidents in our life
are under the divine supervieion. We
soinetimes seem to be going belmless
and anchorlesa You say, "If I had
some other trade; if I had net gone
there this summer; if I had lived in
some other house." You have no right
to say that. Every tear you wept, every
step you have taken, every burden you
have carried is under divine inspira-
tion, and that event which statted your
whole household with horror(pod met
with perfect placidity, because le knew
it was for your good. J4 was ef a
great plan projected long ago. In eter-
nity, when you come to reekott up your
mercies, you will point to that affliction
as one of your greatest blessings.
God has a strange way with us. Jo-
seph found his way to the prune minis-
ter's chair by being pushed into a pit;
and to many a Christian down is up.
The wheat mart be flailed; the quarry
must be blasted; the diamond must be
ground; the Christian must be afflicted;
and that single event, which you Imp-
posed stood entirely alone, wag a nee
neeting link between two great chains,
one chain reaching through all Ott miry
pant and the odor chain reachieg
through all eternity future-lei small
an event fastening two eteruities to-
gether.
A missionary coming from liadist to
the Etnited States stopped at SC Wens
while the vessel was taking wet, -. He
had his little child with hint. They
walked along by an embankrneria and a
rock at that moment became loosened
and, falling instantly, killed the child.
Was it an accident? Was it a sirrprise
to God? Had he allowed his servant,
after a life of consecration, to come to
such a trial? Not such is my God.
There are no accidents in the divine
mind, though they may tter-In so to M.
God is good, and by every single inci-
dent of our life, whether it be adverse
or otherwise, before earth and heaven,
God will demonstrate his mercy.
I hears man say: ''That idea belittles
God. You. bring him down to such lit-
tle things." Oh, I have a more thorough
appreciation of God in little things than
I have in great things! The mother does
not wait until the child has crushed its
foot or broken its arm before the admin-
isters sympathy. The child cows; in
with the lead bruise, and the mother
kisses it. God does not wait for some
tremendous crisis in our life, but comes
down to us in our most insignificant
tsar"
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RUT REV. DR. TALMAGE EMPHASlin
HtS EXISTENCE IN MINOR AFFAIRS.
?be Eloquent Crescher Says W. Caa Never
(kg Beyoad the Limit God Bias Laid
Down For Oar Prosperity So We meat
Be Coateut.
WASHINI iTON, June 2I.-A most up-
lifting truth is presented in Dr. Tal-
mage's divesture* eef today His text
was Matthew x. 29: "Are not two spar-
rows sold for a farthing? And one of
them shall not fall on the ground with-
out your Father."
You see the Bible will not be limited
in the choice of symbols- There is hardly
a beast or bird or insect which has not
been called to illustrate some divine
truth-the tax's patience. the ant's in-
dustry, the ;spider's skill, the hind's
surefeeiteeineen the eagle's speed, the
dove's gentleness, and even the spar-
row's meanness and insignificance. In
oriental countries none but the poorest
people buy the sparrow and eat it-so
very little meet js there cu the bones,
and so very poor is it, what there is of
it. The comfortable population would
not think of touching it any more than
you would think of eating a bat or a
lamprey. Now, siva JcSIIS, if God takes
such good caxt7 of a poor bird that is not
worth a cent, will he not care for you,
an immortal?
We associate God with revolutiona.
We can see a divine purpose in the dis-
covery of America, in the invention of
the art of printing, in the exposure of
the gunpowder plot, in the contrivance
of the needle gun, in the ruin of an
Austrian or Napoleonic despotism: but
how hard it is to see God in the minute
personal affairs et our lives! We think
of God as making a record of the starry
boat, but cannot realize the Bible truth
that he knows how many hairs are on
our head. It seems a grand thing that
God provided food for hundreds of
thousands of Israelites in the desert; but
we cannot appreciate the truth that,
when a sparrow is hungry. God stoops
down and opens its month and puts the
seed in. We are struck with the idea
that God fills the universe with his
presence, but cannot understand how he
encamps in the crystal palace of a dew-
drop, or finds room to stand between the
alabaster pillars of the pond lily. We
cep see God in the clouds. Can we see
God in these flowers at our feet?
God In All.
We are apt to place God on some great
stage-or to try to do it-expecting him
there to act cut his stupendous projects,
but we forget that the life of a Crean-
well, an Alexander or a Washington
or an archangel is not more under di-
vine inspection than your life or mine.
Pompey thought there must be a mist
over the eyes of God because he SO much
favored Caesar. But there is no such
mist Be sees everything. We say God'
rah is in the great waters, True
enough; but no more certainly than be
is in the water in the ease on the table..
We say God guides the stars in their
courses. Magnificent truth! But no more
certain truth than that he decides which
road or street you shall take in coming
to church. Understand that God does
not sit upon an indifferent cr unsympa-
thetic throne, but that he sits down be-
side you today, and stands beside me
today, and no affair of our lives is so
insignificant but that it is of importance
to God.
In the first place, Cod chooses our oc-
cupation for DA. I am amazed to see
bow many people du re are dissatisfied
with the work they have to do. I think
three-fourths wish they were in some
other occupation, and they spend a great
deal of time in regretting that they got
in the wrong trade or profession. I
want to tell you that God put into oper-
ation all the influences which led you to
that particuler choice. Many of you are
rest in the business that you expected to
be in. You started for the ministry and
learned merchandise; you started for the
law aed you are a physician; you pre-
ferred agriculture and you became a
mechanic. You thought one way; God
thought another. But you ought not to
sit down and mourn over the past. Ycn
me to remember that God arranged all
these circumstances by which you were
Made what you are. a
Hugh Miller says, "I will be a stone-
mason;" God says, "You will be a
geologist " Due id goes out to attend his
father's cheep; God calls him to govern
a nation. Sanl goes out to hunt his fa-
ther's awes, and before be gets back
finds the crown of regal dominion. Haw
much happier would we be if we were
content with the places God gave nal
Clod SAW your temperament and all the
curumstances by which you were sae.
rounded, and I believe nine-tenths of
you are in the work you are best fitted
for. I bear a great racket in my watch,
and I find that the hands, and the
wheels, and the springs are getting out
of the-:r places. I mend it down to the
jeweler's and say, "Overheat that watch
and teach the wheels, and the spring,
and the hands to mind their own bind-
a," You know a man having a large
estate. He gathers his working hands
In the morning, and says to one, "Yon
3 and trim that vine:" to another,
"You go and weed those flowers;" to
another, "You plow that tough glebe;"
and each one goes to his particular
work. The owners of the estate points
the man to what he knows he can do
beat, and so it is with the Lord.
Fle Arranges AIL
I remark further that God has ar-
ranged the place ef our dwelling. What
particular city or town, street or house
roe hell live in seems to be a mere
matter of accident. You go out to hunt
for a house, and you happen to pass up
a certain street. and happen to see a
sign, and you select that house. Was it
all happening -so? Oh, no! God guided
To u in every step. He foresaw the. fu-
ture. He knew all your circumstances,
and he reelected jeat that one house as
better for you than any of the 10,000
kabitations in the city. Our house.
however humble the roof and however
lowly the portals, is as near God's heart
as an Alhambra or a Kremlin. Prove it,
you say. Proverbs iii, 33, "He bleseeth
the habitation of the just."
I remark further that God arranges
all our friendships. Yen were driven to
the wall. You Viand a man just at that
crisis who sympathised with you and
helped yen. You say, "How lucky I
was!" There was no luck about it God
sent that friend just as certainly as he
sent the angel to strengthen Christ.
Your dermonic friends, your beisiaem
!Weeds, year Christian friends, God
sent them to knees you, arid if any of
them have proved traitorous, it is on-1Y
to bring out the value of those who re-
main. If some die, it is only that they
may rand at the outposts of heaven to
greet pm at your coming.
You always will have friends, warm
hearted friends, inagnaziimena friends,
and when sickness CCT•nra te your dwell-
ing the-re. will be watchers. When trou-
ble comes to your e•- eirt, there' will be
sympathizers. When death comes, the-re
will be gentle fingers to close the eyes
and fold the hands and gentle lips to
tell of is rem-arm:lien. Oh, we are com-
passed by a Lodygterd of Inc ads! Every
man, if he Iss tehaved hinii:elf well, is
earrotinde el 1 yr throe eircks ef friends,-
these cf the cuter circle e :peeing him
well; these in the next nein le willing
to help bine: while elope up to his heart
are a icy 'sae wculd die fen him. God
pity the wn tell who ban nt t any Inc nds I
I remark again, that God puts clown
the limit to OCT ft import:1 prceperity.
The wend cf finance scoms to have no
reed in it. You cannot tell where& man
will laud. The affluent tall; the poor
rise. The ingt nit us fail; the ignorant
succeed. An cuts rprise < pe ning grancl ly,
shuts in bankruptcy, while' out of the
peat dug up fee in se no. New England
marsh the eiillienaire builde his fortune.
lb, peer man thinks it is chance that
Unix him down; the rich man thinks it
b thence able h hoists him; and they
are beth wreng. It is so hard to realize
that Geed rules the money market, and
has a heel en the nese e f the stock gam-
bler, and that all the eranmereial revo-
lutiene cf the we-rid shall result in the
very best for (l's dear children.
•erept, tho Inowirablet.
My brethren, do not kick against the
divine allotment.. Ge d knows just bow
sash money it is best for JOG to 10an.
Yea never gain unless it is met for you
lee pdn. YIAI go Lis when it is beat for I trials and throws over us the arms of
yoa to go up and go down when it is his mercy.I
base for you to go tee., u. prove it, you Going up the White mountains some
say. I will Romans viii, 2$, "All things years ago I thought of that pageage in
work together for geed to them that ! the Bible that speaks of God aanireigh-
led. God." You go into a factory and ; ing mountains in a balance.. As I looked
you see 70 or 30 wheels, and they are at those great mountains I thought,
going in different dirertiot,s. This band Can it be possible that God can put
Is felling off this way and another band ' these great mountains in wale*? It was
aneetnee way; enenown reel another op. i an idea too great for me to grasp; but
.ela_ gaze "Selaateseceiluenetadeg a fee_ when I saw a bluebell down by the
itiliiti',IL _Loot. PK. anE_TAI AP __AtouJA
-  
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kindliest and Imminent of God. It is tint
to ninth of God in great things I cub
understand, Int of tie chin little things,
Development.
There is a runn who seys, "That dex-
trine cannot be true, because. things dc
go so very wrung " I n- ply it is no in•
consisteuey c.n the part of (Sod, but a
lack of understanding 011 oar part. I
hear that me a are makiug very fine
shawls in some factory. I go in en the.
first then and see only the raw ma-
terials, and I ask, "Are these the shawls
I have heard about?" "No," says the
pontments-but -atleirtedln your per-
plexities and worriments, know thee.
"Man's boat deviseth his way, but the
Lord directeth his ste-ps." Ask those
aged me-ti in this church if it is not se.
It has been FO in my own life. the
simmer I started foe the Adineelacks,
but my plans were so changed that 3
landed in Liverpool. I tended law are
I got into the ministry. I resolved to p
as a neissienary to China, and I staid
the United States. I thought I would
like to be in the. east, tend I went to tie
west All the circumstances ef life, all
my work, different from that which I
expeected. "A man's heart devise-ti his
way, but tlu• Lord directeth his steps.'"
no, my 'dear friends, this day take
home this subject. Be content with
such things as you have. From every
grass blade under your feet learn the
lesson of divine care, and never let the
smallest bird flit acrowe your path with-
out thinking of the truth that two spar-
rows are sold for a farthing. ntid one' of
them shall not fall on the ground with-
out your Father. Blessed be his glorious
name forever. Amen.
Dividend No. 20.
At the semi-annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Crescent Mill-
ing Co., a dividend of four (4 es, per
cent. was declared out of the net earn-
ing for six months ending May 30th and
payable July 1.
R. H. DETREVILLE,
I79d3tw2t Seey. and Trees
TO TEACHERS:
Cherry Bro.'s Summer Normal
School Prot ides
For a thorough review of all the Com-
mon School branches, and of the.
higher literary branches. For a course.
in Free Hand Drawing, Penmanship.
etc., which are offered free. Next term
begins June 9th, 1896. If you want a
good certificate, it will pay you to writ.
us. Address
CHERRY BROS ,
w-4t Bowling Green, Ky
BIG DEMONSTRATION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Denver, Col.. June 28.-Preparation:
are being made in this city for a ire'
inendoutt demonstration in honor of
Senator Teller, the meet popular free
silver man in the. West. The people of
the entire State. of Colorado indorse the.
coarse of Senater Teller in walking out
of the Republican convention at St.
Louis when the party refused to recog-
nize silver in its platform, and they
would vote for him for the Presidency
over any man in the United States. The
leading Republicans of the State are in
Wrested in this proposed demonstration
as they want to honor the Senator and
at the same time show the. leaders it:
the St. Louis convention that they neee
not expect to get the vote of Colorade
for McKinley and Hobart.
Pon't let an, tens persuade you to ta.ke
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Sonic' merchants will try te
do this but not for your goods. They de
it to make a little more profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior quality.
though you must pay just as much for
the. bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmous Liver Regulator and nothine
else. Look for the Reel Z on every
package.
A PRESIDENTIAL BOOM.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER A j
Washington, D. C. June 20.-Now
that the time for the Democratic Na-
tion Convention is beginning to draw
near the party leaders and others inter-
ested in the matter are beginning to
look around for an available candidate
for the Presidency. A big boom has
just been launched in this
city and in New Ym k
for William C. Whitney, the man who
managed so well Mr. Cleveland's last
campaign for the Democratic noneira-
ton. It is said that Mr. Whitney could
get every State in the Erin, as the gold
men of all parties would be for him.
This teetirnonial is unsolicited and
for the benefit of humanity. My dam/li-
ter has been subject to severe colds end
croup and often taken with rich lit
coughing spells at night. Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey is the only preparation I have
found that will relieve her I think it is
as necessary in the household AS a life.
pneerver on a steamboat.
Reepectf
B. L. Jesse..1.
Janie, 1s95. 202 W.Bridge st.,
Lonisville,Ky.
A Great German's Prescription.
Disported blood, constipation, and k'd •
ney. liver and bowel troubles are ('nice!
by Karl's Clover Root Tea.--For sale Iv
R. C. Hardwick.
sour) AT HOME.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Portland, Me., June 20.-Hon. Tice
B. Reed will be tendered a re-nomira-
don to Congress by the First abetted,
and it is announced that helms cons( tit-
eel to stand, as he greatly deeires to be
a member of the Fifty-fifth Congress in
preference to resuming his law
practice, from which he has been
practically separeted for a long tine.
The First congressional district conven-
tion e-as purposely delayed to await the
outcome of the Republican presidential
contest.
The man who
stands idly by and
sees the life fading
out of his wirer
face, sees her health
going, sees her be-
coming old and
faded and wrinkled
when she should
still be in the perfect
enjoyment of veg.
°Thee useful health,
Is either less than a
man or erse does not
know of the one
remedy which will
bring her back to health and strength.
Most women do not understand their own
bodies, or the things that make them well
er sick. The most frequent cause of sick-
ness in women is the cause last looked for.
A women will go to a doctor when she has
• severe cold, or some acute digestive dis-
turbance, but she hesitates and procrasti-
nates when the trouble is with the distinctly
feminine organism. And yet the latter is
infinitely more serious. It is the most seri-
ous sickness that any woman can have. It
Is the most dreadful-the most dangerous.
Its consequences are always serious, and
serious right at the beginning because it it
debilitating. It saps the life and strength
and works on the nerves to such in extent
that the whole body is disturbed. Appetite
leaves, the color goes from the face and
hollows sink into the cheeks. Irritability
succeeds good temper and fretfulness takeh
the place of contentment. Little by little
life becomes more and more miserable.
The woman is killing herself with neglect
Just as surely as if she were taking deadly
poison. Perhaps her husband cannot per-
suade her to go to her doctor because she
naturally dreads the inevitable examina•
tions and "local treatments." He can per-
suade her, if she needs persuasion, to take
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. This
truly wonderful medicine has cured hun-
dreds of women after the best physician.
have failed. It has been in constant use
and tested every day for to years. It isn't
an experiment. there are no chances about
it. It is a cet:ain and infallible cure for
all derangements peculiar to women. Those
who care to know all about it, and to re•
eeive the best medical work ever prepared
for the general public are invited to send
In one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing
only and receive a copy of Dr. Pierce's
thousand page book, "Common Sense Med-
ical Adviser." Marra.; World's tnapenamy
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
. .
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„ A' ustwevered
avvrapoev, bilious
galleries, tactless of
fever and ague, tele
mercariel diseased
patient, hew they re-
covered tic ciii I., cheer-
ful spit eta evil got4
appetttei they will tell
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15. Cheapest. Purest and Rest Family
Aledicisis In tbis World!
For ovseres coesTtoATtoet, Jana-
dee, Lditiesultar
De•di essien of S1 s, SoPlt STOMACH,
Ilealthorn. eic. los unrivalled reme-ely is
r-r A single paiticle nf
contain.,
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countries
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It will Clearte III a•• C.,. C.I b.) Derange-
ment at the liver end How
I I e )t II WIS of Lit Inplatnt are •
• er bad t.isie in the 1.1 Ken in the
kne. k, Sides r 111:,.'.e:C11 for kheti-
matisuu; Sour Stomach; I....* of Appetite;
Bowels rr.ately and las; Headache;
Los. van:fel isemairtica of
tuo 1-4 tacit J ` cc seiottliine °fight to
have dime; Debility: Caw Spirals. a thickii.c Sion fort F., es, ttry
Cough Olt, 11 lint.tuktn for I:enc.:ton t/ion.
hst,tet Imes many of these symptoms attend
111.. ii,se.oe. at ethers very fev ; tut the 1.1%4 It
te 1;e:ie rally the seat of the it isreat. seal a not
Regiiiait..1 in time, great suffering, wretched-
ness and DEATH will ensue-
Tne following highly esteemed persons fittest
to, Ore virtue.* of Simmons Live! L :,•t•Int"r:
Mi.n. W. S. Holt, Prete Cm. S. W. I;
J. R. Felder, Perri*, Ga.; Cot E. t. Al-
bany, ; :t1 taste r.in, Esq., Sio cif: L;i bh
bee.; lien Alexander It Stephen..
"We have tested its virtue*, tweetenatly, andknow that Cr Dyspepsia, Itilionsoess and
Thoitibing Headache it is the best medicine the
wet lit ever saw. W. tried forty other reineibes
before Simmons T.iver Regulator, but none gave
is emre than temporary relief; hot I he 1:1:
snaNt- not onlv elieveil. tmt cot "1 vs."-
Cki-Lcin•eit .41, Lis
e.eeeC LC Si H e'N: N. I V
•J ZLII.IN Sr CO I , ,
JAS. 1. BEATE,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with Forbes Sr Bro.)
Will make est invites on'all kinds of
plastering and cement eork.
All work guaranteed,
and price-s reaeonable. Repair work
a specialty and mill receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
Professing Cards.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, ue. stairs, over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, • - KENTUCKY
JOHN FELAND,
.4ttornen - at - Lawi
Olice Hopper Block, over Planter's 'Bank
L. C. ANDERSON,
Physic in & Surgeon,
Office. over Planters Bank. Office
hours front 9 toll a. m., 2 to 4 p. m.
M. S. Meriweetlier,
13matiquerx E./5 qr.
effice over nandett'S In Kummer Hirsch
fr.2772TY2.71•14-2:1-Y2-1-: .2-27773
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Ferd Schmitt, Agrnt,
Hophinsville, Ky.
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Whit°
Skin
For Your Face!
It rr•itia,rty needs rsisoeinc, ite it I rf rest:led. blotched or plui tiled, %anti' esit..
repoletvelnrtean att art it,. ; act, Is
always tienutit'u,. The !inn mat Y. mu. 11..iput311
soaps awl oneauctiso luj:au the ...hi.
Vio/a Creo.rn
clorrnsea, ncrirtthes end r.,...trrr met,. !III
a Weft, white en-I 1...nut11:11 It , • ' '-• t. •
rot ev,rvr leer. 1111 rem, •
IS liarmliestalid aI,cr.vp 6.10T. -t 7 ••bd. it. The only pr. varlet I. fl.rer WI., tre.-111.e711
remove It'reet ;Slack:I...at., Tan. &al
Pimples. linneireds.,r
neat lobes. Price secants a Jar a: uruggLets.
G. C. BiTINER Co., Tot_Etio. onto.
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15115,r6' • lel!
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GERARD'S
SELTZER
PHOSPHATE.
A COOD THINC!
PUSH II ALONG!
Cures that drt5lf.1 hr.gat Head
lleS1 Teleemels•li %W. one re-
fmelelieg du suy;la. •
IFFEIWE8fet8 LIKE SODA WATER.
Jr yen are Weak ahd Nervous, Ittem ,,c,,' ye.el. If in,,, have lien
1.17 A!.I, SPOIT It sdl straight-
,.; Ictodosea • dims.
1 ,11,..•••• ••
CUSHMAN DPUC CO.
r6.I.• • • ' M. C. Ksis1111
lAvE ou 
GOosed Sputa, 
Punttaeoldt
leers In Mouth, ithlr YsIlliagl Write COG11•111111111F Illasaiale Trm
f.or esi 
Worst esee 
,:ser,i
In
.36 they*. 10111-porre book tees. s
Os every band site hears ••Whn iii
the h- l is Hobart."
Th • Republicaus have made it an is
sue et the e l; - against the. 111/114AIW.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
World's Fair ilitiest Award.
Grosvenor hints that he thinks
the Speakership about leis size. Whew!
what a great counter of (plenums he
woeld be.!
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Awarded 04.1 MeAs1 Midwinter Fair. San I raneisar.
With the solid South and the solid
Viteat and a sprinkling of State's East ef
the Mississippi river for silver, what's
going to keep the free silver Democratic
eandidete for the Presideney from het -
het a walk-aver at the polls iii Novem-
b .r?
Consumption Can De Cured
by the use of Shilon's Cern This greet
00eleil Cure is the only known nem./ y
for that terrible dieneee.- Fur stale by It.
Ii Hardwick.
McKinley and Hobart may sweep e
country from Maryland to kaiat. Ittci
from Cope Cod to the Niagara Fall., but
the Democratic free, emendate* will 1e
very well satietiod with the nett ti e
rest of the country-and they will come
mighty near getting it. too.
McKinley was a «neve-nide stet of a
candidate for the Repablieute puny to
have, beennee, eaving no prieciples of
his owe, be stood ready to profess; any
that the party might deem expedieut
A straddle or a straight out silver plaek
would have been just as acrertable to
hien as was the peel plauk ; it was only
the nomination that he cared for.
..1•11....11•••••••••••
It had been sineerely hoped that the
comet y would not have to hear any
more of the reciproeity business. hut
that hope has been dashed to piece's 1.y
the. St. Loaim eonvention, which, in its
pletforiu calls for meetprocity in connee•
doe with a protective tariff. The re -
ciprecity turned out to be. a complete
failure. when Mr. Marine!' tried it, ard
it is qtenge. that any set of politicians
should want to revive it. When it is to
the ii.( nest of any nation to trade with
the Unitel States it will do so, reciproci-
ty or no reciprocity.
• fiat'y Ithae. Ut art r•
.chen the ,Sa...4 a Clad_ sbe fdr ttaltew-,
• stio n......arr,e Disk gee elidig to oast. -cra
inwe rta • ...da ' siss re.:-.••eser tkote--ir
The-Republicans were very anxious to
.;tracleile. the enrreuey cinest:on at they
eave. been in the' habit of doing hereto-
fore, but they were afraid. With the
itepuble.an party and its nominee it is
etare. before principle-er rather office
v it limit principle... ?or proof of the. truth
et' this aseerte en one only has to reinem-
.s.r how Lard Mciiitiley'e manager trieel
to get a straddle on the currency, mid
wound up by accepting the nomination
"em him as a rabid gold bug. Could mote
.roof than thee be. wanteei? If so, one
'lily hare tie remember that all through
tie eampaign McKinley kept silent on
important question ever leefore
se o,-he' of this coma ry for fear hut
h • tnigIn loos it votes by eleelarieg his
principle-thus putting the. place above
ati principles.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Iiherunatiern ane
N'euraleirt radically eUEetk in 1 tel 3 clays.
.ts itetiee upon the. sysfeue is rtenarkatele
end rea saerous. It removes at once el •
ause mei the disease inmeetiately
tipears. '['he tirst desee.grenthe Nemeth
;5 centre Sold by In C. Hardwick lirug
gist Ilopkinsville.
The Repnblicen convention at St.
Lennie c ould not make it platform with-
out bringing the negro in somewhere
out it went inilder than usual. When
.1 negro on the Committee on liceoln-
-tome offered a section leer tlic. plat ;'orne
condemning 'pelting in the Smith the
other members of the committee. chang-
ed it so to condemn lawlessuess et I ry.
where, and tlie negro was satisfied. It
14 strange that the: negroes only see one
aide of this questiem-the lynch side. It
never occurs to them to Maine the ne-
eines for the crime for Witte!: they get
.yeicheel. Instead of making tee much
noise about the lynchers, they ought to
ibuse the members of their own race leer
eounnitting crimes that cause' them tee
'get ly uele el, and tell them that if the y
will quit commit tints none awfnl cm imes
die. %tide. people will emit lynchie p
them.
I • eneah may well feel prowl of eonu
„se Ham-prism Meters D. Wine &
Sent, of Kimble, Ky., write to the. E. E.
Sutherland MVI I I Compare- as fee-
lows: We. write. this to certify tl:e
wonderful and greed good results fie in
your Dr. Ball's nine Tar Honey, which
is gelling faster than any medicine a e
-err odd. People mho never treed lit
-cur loon have. h,-at out and comes
front adjoining counties for it, thee
ease in particular is that of Mre. Smith
Wooldridge. el this place, who was tut
afflicted a ith r throat for over twe
years that she could (et speak alove
whisper. Aft- r • esed the first I set
de of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey she
could talk as well US even and the ease
ie such a wonderful cure that her
neighlors come to see for themselves,
amd are ast.ini:iheil to hear he-n- talk.
Mr. A. R. Iftunble, ale) of this place,
says year hr. tle.11's Tiny Tonic Tablets
aro doing hint more pent leer dye:peek'
than any medicine ever used, These
are only a few eases and we know tine
there cannot be too much said in prai..e
of your celebrated medicines. We. are-
thankful that we. had an opportunity tee
by such valuable goods, are. prov•
ing a blessing to our cothinunity.
The Reim:elle:ties make another bid for
the Seuthern tote. by ienerporating ii
sugar tenuity in their platform. That
a e ought to cause. it to lorse vote in
other parts of the. coneary. Nothing
eonlei be none unfair than the payment
of a bounty to the sugar planters. Why
should the sugar pia titers of LOtlittilina
gee a beauty any more than the. totem
plantee, or the. tolneco pleneter, cur the
wheat planter, or any other man wife,
plants a crop of any sort? There is tee
reason on earth for a dietinction in favor
elf the Plater of one anew oven the.
planter of sonic tether tiling, and this
clause of the platform ought tel be suffi-
cient to cense the defeat of the party. It
is Ile ,t hi II g more nor less than a bribe eef
fsreel mci teepee of inducing the. melee of
they fur South to change. their polities.
The Goverument has feel right to take
money mit of the puede tie of the. whole
people and pay it over in the shape of a
bounty to people deemed in any partic-
ular line. of letednees simply to inelnee
them to produce larger creeps, as is
el:dined to be the object of the tenuity
clause.
Good old Granny Metcalf. WI years
old, living at filfi Monroe tweet. Palencia'
Ky. eaye that Dr. Bell's Pine. Tar Hone y
is the lest grip cure, cough, twig and
breenchial remedy tleat has been offeee el
durieg her life. Ceuaraliteed by It. U.
1. a iek.
-
The Populiet Senators: who hoped tee
be able. to make campaign material sent
of the bond investigation defeated their
object 1,y having the- questions asked ale'
answered in public. If they had held,
the examination Ill secret they cculd
1, have given out all sorts of statenee tits,
but now that the. press has been publish-
ing the whole affair these gentletnett
I will not be able to state any thirg sinept
the truth a itlime running the- 2*;.-k
being (lilted down.
enuseem tam ?grew :en tee inel seolem
Japmod IIIVOJD 9,031.1d 'JO
The. St. Louis convent:eel
the work of the Chicane)
much easier.
"e. •
Nese. w NA.
I.-
for nfanto and Children.
OTHERS Do You Know 0., nuetnee,7
Vateman's mope, Goit:ey's Coniial many so-eaCed Soothing Syrops, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine 7
Do You SCoove that op:una and morptiins are stupefying narcotic poisons?
po You Know that in most ouuntries tiggistri are Lot peitaitted to sell narcotics
without Waling them ,mneorts:
You Know. that you should net permit any raft:1101,e to tie given your child
un1:-..5 you ra- your pLysician lo.ow of what It 6 composed!
De, You Know that Castoria is a plirtay segetabie preparnsioa and that a List et
ftaingreda•unt publishod with every be tt6„?
De You Know that Ca 'torts is the prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.
That it lar-s Lem ia use for nearly thirty years, at- that more Castor-Ls is now soli than
of al other remedies for chiidren ectraitned
Do Y..s Know that the Patent Oeesi Department of the rafts,: -.stes, &La ee
other countrair, “ve Issued es-elusive r:ght. to Dr Pitcher irel his molgue to um sswv word
Castorirs" rata Its formic, and that to imitate _them is a state prison areas,
Do You Rn  w that cue of the rbarlAte far grant.nrr this government protection anal
becane Castorla Led beeo proven to be absolutely harneaaa?
Do You Illtour that 36 averaz• aaes tjaatoila are turn:abed for 35
(meta, 'no cent a diem ?
Do You Knees that when pnasersed o' l!.:s perfect preparation, your children may
be kept well, acid tl.at you may bare Er.ta-••;,.w. rftst
Wont theme !line are worth knowMg. They are facts.
The rai.- stentrls
estenetnre of • .ez Welt pre?.
Children Cry for PItchez's Castoria.
They
 .qtrtzr Quick Bakers,
Lighten 5 41vEs 
Powerful 
Cookers,.
Labor
Great variety of styles and dna
and most please the flonscwits • e A Written Guaranteebecause they are perfect
In every pan- given with
 every glom
Used 1,;.- Thousands. Should be by You.
(.cld Gull', W. Nal, Keltpcy
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Bulk sod... Is inferior Co package soda-
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BE is the whole story a••
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marks and labels.
•
!ARIA MID HAIAPIER SODA I
. .•i in packages. flour-universally ackeowledged purest in the world. •Costs no more than other packaee sodi-never spoils .si 
• •is Made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere. •
• •
Write for Arm and Hammer Book of valuable RecipeA- FREE.IN •
• •0810110110R111111110.1111011•111120111•11111111litrOMIESS•11001111MOIMISS0
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I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
fainily, and I am continually advising others
to get it. 'Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
I ever ticed.-W. C. iiiILTUNDERelten Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.-E. Suoasr, Postmaster,
bihorey, .11751-tlftll.4, Dec. f-Ist, 1894.
PICO'S CURE FOR
The Brut (alveh Syrup
Te,tee eid, Es.' in tame.
-.541 by twos:gist:.
CONSlir-lr.- ,1
TV G TT'heeler Faxon..
WHEELER, MILLS & COMPANY,
Tobacco Warehousemen
Comm'.ssion Merchants
And Grain Dealers,
Fire-Prof Warehoun, Cori 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSYILLE, - KY.
eialf-Liberal Advance on Consiznments. All Tobacco Sen Covered
by Insurance.
Frank r:v. .11uke Xelscn
Nelson & Dabney,
Comim
HOPKINSIILLE WAREHOQE.
COR. RAILROAD :-: AND -:- 11TH STREETS
Come•.•To•.•Us
-FOR YOUR- •
Gent's shoes, ladies'
shoce, misses' and ehil.
dren's shoes andOxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red Tans,
Chocolates, Patent Leathers, etc;
The lit:est line of Gent's white and colored
SHI TS
Ties, Hosiery, Under-
wear, Suspenders, &c.,
to be rfound in the city. We want your
trade. Have selected a stock and marked it
at pricei to win it.
Call to see us; it will cost 3 ou nothing
to look through our mammoth stole at any
rate.
111011ARDS CO.
JraT G.41T IIE R. II 1:;81.
GAITHER&WEST
„..„, 1111040 101111111N011 MUC111111
convention
“, ;Ihas
are clone away
with, the wash- (
ing is gotten
out of hand
and on the
line hours
ahead of
time, with
little work
and no wor-
ry, when
busy, If"
hurried
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
Clairette is a pleasant, efficient soap for
laundry and general use. Works quickly and
well and injures nothing. Sold everywhere.
Made only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANIC COMPANY, St. Louis.
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale,
Cooper lk Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILE KY.
F. GILL. 
- E. P. TURN LET
CILL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
- :And General Commiselon MerehareP:
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, - Terir.essee.
The Tataonage solicited on an who have tobacco In IA. ?It 'r ,.r iagcteacis lit ILL
TrraaLl-r. or Grants house. Cash advise s mode on c-.1 elgr 1, ...
re», P. MAJOR,
1.0.. of Clarks. !lie, Tenn
JA. re ; • re tyy„ j
Late- If, Ailey &
MAJOR
Toinceo Wareham,
TOM F. MAJOR & CO., Frops.
Nc"114:7 Maa 4iireal LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal alvances. Four months free storage. Daily auction
sales. Special attention to private sales.
.7. CICendriek ('.D.Runyon
Central Warehouse
KENDRICK & RUNYON,
Tobacco Salesmen,
C LARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE
i. P. IIIIINARD.
•
A. P. 111CIA1D. I 1.N1 F
CENTRAL 
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
111 11:!
West IA it,
Edwards-Barnard Co., Proprietors,
Incorporated.)
LOUISVILLE, HY
Mark Your Hogsheads "Central House."
Auction Weil daily. Prompt Reture• mule. Four mantndstorage
Sp cial attention glveu tie *ale DI ktobac.o
C Ilatzbery. .41 Shryer:
PEIPLES‘-WABEIRSE1
HANBERY & 2HRYER, Proprietors.
Railroad Street, Bet 10t1, 11th.
MCoticin.sville - i=ora.tu.c3=Zr..
T. C. HANBERY, Salesman.
ABERNATH Y CO.
Tobacco Commission Crchants.
Central I: Warehouse.
HOPKINS VILLE KENTUCKY
TAIMI-iISM--== IN 1E352
Sam'l Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
Marble-GM-Monuments
TABLE1S, ETC., ETC,
CLARKVILLE: : TENNESSEE.
Mr. Frank M. Whitlow is our Solicitor.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A (; LA NGHA.
ROYAL
Insurance Company of Liverpocl.
BARBEE 
aANNCUDRPORATED
CAS'ilElif AN,
MAN ICE IZSOUTHERN DtPA RTC:NT
COLV.411:T.4 BUILDIFG, LOUISVILLE, KY
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
\itIVI.Rinshaw \ Son
Lvery, Feed aai
Sale Stable.
A uice line GI pretty turnouts always on hand. Call Q.
us. Stsbleon west Seventh et.
•
•
-
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